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ABSTRACT
Heat Release Effects on Decaying Homogeneous
Compressible Turbulence. (May 2008)
Kurn Chul Lee, B.S., Seoul National University, Korea;
M.S., Seoul National University, Korea
Chair of Advisory Committee: Dr. Sharath S. Girimaji
High Mach-number compressible flows with heat release are inherently more
complicated than incompressible flows due to, among other reasons, the activation
of the thermal energy mode. Such flow fields can experience significant fluctuations
in density, temperature, viscosity, conductivity and specific heat, which affect veloc-
ity and pressure fluctuations. Furthermore, the flow field cannot be assumed to be
dilatation-free in high Mach numbers and even in low Mach-number flows involv-
ing combustion, or in boundary layers on heated walls. The main issue in these
high-speed and highly-compressible flows is the effect of thermal gradients and fluc-
tuations on turbulence. The thermal field has various routes through which it affects
flow structures of compressible turbulence. First, it has direct influence through pres-
sure, which affects turbulence via pressure-strain correlation. The indirect effects of
thermal fields on compressible turbulence are through the changes in flow properties.
The high temperature gradients alter the transport coefficient and compressibility of
the flow. The objective of this work is to answer the following questions: How do
temperature fluctuations change the compressible flow structure and energetics? How
does compressibility in the flow affect the non-linear pressure redistribution process?
What is the main effect of spatial transport-coefficient variation? We perform direct
numerical simulations (DNS) to answer the above questions. The investigations are
iv
categorized into four parts: 1) Turbulent energy cascade and kinetic-internal energy
interactions under the influence of temperature fluctuations; 2) Return-to-isotropy of
anisotropic turbulence under the influence of large temperature fluctuations; 3) The
effect of turbulent Mach number and dilatation level on small-scale (velocity-gradient)
dynamics; 4) The effect of variable transport-coefficients (viscosity and diffusivity) on
cascade and dissipation processes of turbulence. The findings lead to a better under-
standing of temperature fluctuation effects on non-linear processes in compressible
turbulence. This improved understanding is expected to provide direction for im-
proving second-order closure models of compressible turbulence.
vTo my wife Jungsoo, daughter Jieun, and son Hyunsung
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1CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
High-speed compressible flows with heat release are inherently more complicated than
incompressible flows due to, among other reasons, the activation of the thermal energy
mode. Such flow fields can experience significant fluctuations in density, temperature,
viscosity, conductivity, and specific heat, in addition to velocity and pressure fluctu-
ations [1, 2]. Furthermore, the flow field cannot be assumed to be dilatation-free (or
solenoidal) at high Mach numbers and even in low Mach-number flows involving com-
bustion, or in boundary layers on heated walls. Thus, compressible turbulence can
be expected to have different flow characteristics and perhaps even different energy
cascade mechanisms from incompressible turbulence.
A good understanding of high-enthalpy compressible turbulence is crucial for
analyzing the flow around re-entry spacecrafts and hypersonic flight vehicles, and
inside scramjet engines. One main factor affecting turbulence in these high-enthalpy
flows is the presence of strong thermal gradients and fluctuations.
To assess how these factors affect turbulence, one must understand how the
processes of energy production, redistribution, cascade and dissipation are modified
by heat release. A typical turbulence energy spectrum is shown in Fig. 1. In any
turbulent flow, either incompressible or compressible, turbulent energy is produced
at the large scales by the action of mean velocity gradients (energy input) and is
then redistributed by pressure effects among the various components as it cascades
down to small scales due to nonlinear interactions (energy cascade). In the final stage
of the turbulence life-cycle, energy is dissipated at the small scales by the action of
This dissertation follows the style of AIAA Journal.
2molecular viscosity (energy dissipation) [3, 4].
Fig. 1. Typical energy spectrum of turbulence and methodologies for studying turbu-
lence
For a clear and comprehensive understanding of compressible turbulence, it is
desirable to study the three key incumbent processes (linear, non-linear and dissipa-
tive) in isolation. The linear processes of production and rapid pressure-strain effects
can be analyzed using the Rapid Distortion Theory (RDT) [5, 6, 7, 8]. Key non-
linear cascade and velocity gradient dynamics can be studied using the Restricted
Euler Equation (REE) in incompressible flows [9, 10, 11], and the Homogenized Eu-
ler Equation (HEE) in compressible flows [12]. Direct Numerical Simulations (DNS)
are ideally suited for examining the non-linear (slow) pressure-strain effects, viscous
processes and small-scale structure (Fig. 1).
The general goal of this dissertation is to examine the effects of large tempera-
ture fluctuations on non-linear turbulence processes and to investigate the small-scale
structure of turbulence as a function of a turbulent Mach number.
The thermal field has various routes through which it affects compressible tur-
bulence. First of all, it asserts direct influence through pressure: the pressure-strain
3correlation directly affects Reynolds stress. Also, the temperature field exerts indi-
rect effects on compressible turbulence through the changes in transport properties.
Fig. 2 depicts flow phenomena over a hypersonic vehicle. Flow experiences high tem-
perature gradients as it passes through the shock and in the enthalpy region around
the boundary layers. The high temperature gradients affect the transport coefficient
(viscosity, conductivity, diffusivity) and compressibility of the flow. In hypersonic
flows, the thermal effects are so severe that they can lead to a thermo-chemical non-
equilibrium state in which higher quantum states of vibrational and rotational modes
are energized [1]. In this dissertation, we restrict our study to large temperature
fluctuations, without specifying the source of underlying heat release.
Fig. 2. Flow around hypersonic vehicle
One main difference between incompressible and compressible turbulence arises
out of the presence of dilatational fluctuations in the latter. It is generally acknowl-
edged that dilatational turbulence dynamics is distinct from solenoidal turbulence,
due to the absence of vorticity in the former. Dilatational fluctuations are inherently
wavelike, evolving on the acoustic time scale. Typically, in low Mach-number flows,
dilatational fluctuations account for a negligible fraction of the total velocity field.
4But in high Mach numbers or in low Mach number flows with heat release, dilatational
fluctuations cannot be neglected. Kraichnan [13] argues that at very high Mach num-
bers, in the non-linear inviscid limit, there must be equipartition of energy between
solenoidal and dilatational motions. Indeed, it is seen from compressible RDT that
the linear interaction between the solenoidal field and high gradient Mach number
shear can result in high levels (20% of the total) of dilatational fluctuations [14, 8].
Based on these considerations, we suggest that dilatational fluctuations are an im-
portant and integral part of turbulence in high Mach-number (especially hypersonic)
flows. Dilatational fluctuations are expected to affect non-linear cascading, non-linear
pressure-strain, and viscous processes. Hence, it is important to understand velocity
gradient dynamics and small-scale structure as a function of the dilatation level in
compressible turbulence.
A. Literature review
Many efforts have been made to understand compressible turbulence. Kida and
Orszag [15, 16, 17] studied energy dynamics in decaying and forced compressible
turbulence using DNS. They studied the compressibility effects using the ratio of
solenoidal and dilatational components of compressible turbulence. They showed
that the coupling between the two components of kinetic energy is weak and that
most of the energy introduced to either component is transferred to internal energy
without passing through the other component. They also showed that the compress-
ible component of the energy spectrum depends strongly on Mach number. Sarkar et
al. [18, 19] studied the dilatational term using asymptotic analysis of the compressible
Navier-Stokes equation and found that there is an equipartition of compressible en-
ergy between potential and dilatational kinetic modes. They also performed DNS of
5decaying compressible turbulence and found support for their conclusions. Erlebacher
and Sarkar [20] analyzed the strain-rate tensor using DNS results of compressible ho-
mogeneous shear turbulence, by decomposing the strain-rate tensor into solenoidal
and dilatational parts. The structure of the solenoidal strain-rate tensor was found
to be similar to that of incompressible turbulence. The dilatational strain-rate tensor
was found to have a preferred structure in the regions of strong dilatation, and the
alignment of the pressure-gradient vector was found to be strongly affected by com-
pressibility. Crespo et al. [21] performed DNS of decaying anisotropic compressible
turbulence from a variety of initial fields and found that axisymmetric turbulence
with a positive third invariant returns to isotropy slower than the case with a nega-
tive third invariant. Pantano and Sarkar [22] performed DNS of turbulent shear flows
and found that the gradient Mach number is the key quantity that determines the
reduction in pressure-strain correlations in compressible shear flows. They explained
that the finite speed of sound in compressible flows introduces a finite time delay
in the transmission of pressure signals from one point to an adjacent point and the
resultant decorrelation leads to a reduction in the pressure-strain correlation.
Compressible pressure-strain correlation, the main role of which is to redistribute
kinetic energy among Reynolds stresses, has been the focus of a series of studies.
Sarkar [23] studied the pressure dilatation correlation in homogeneous compressible
flows and developed a model for pressure dilatation to account for the compressibil-
ity effect. Hamba [24] developed a model for pressure dilatation and pressure-strain
terms for homogeneous shear flow. He used normalized pressure variance to consider
the compressibility effect on the pressure strain. Adumitroaie et al. [25] derived the
Favre-Reynolds stress equation and constructed models for unclosed terms: pressure-
strain correlation, viscous acceleration, pressure acceleration, dissipation and tur-
bulent transport. They incorporated the compressibility using the turbulent Mach
6number, mean density gradient, mean pressure gradient, mean dilatation, and mean
velocity gradients. Park and Park [26] developed a compressible pressure-strain model
using the concept of moving equilibrium in homogeneous shear flow. They also em-
ployed the non-dimensional pressure variance for the compressibility function. Mar-
zougui et al. [27] extended the incompressible LRR model for the pressure strain
correlation to compressible turbulent flow and confirmed that the gradient Mach
number is an important parameter to understand compressibility in homogeneous
shear flow.
The effects of heat release on compressible turbulence have been studied by Jaberi
et al. [28]. They found that dilatational motions are affected more than solenoidal
motions in the presence of heat release, and the pressure work tends to increase the
turbulent kinetic energy. They also showed that the effect of heat release is to weaken
the alignment of the vorticity vector with the intermediate eigenvector of the strain-
rate tensor, due to the variation in molecular viscosity. Livescu et al. [29] studied non-
premixed reacting compressible homogeneous turbulent shear flow and showed that
heat release has a damping effect on turbulent kinetic energy for the flow with variable
transport coefficients. They also found that dilatational kinetic energy production
increases during the time when the reaction is important. They also confirmed that
the pressure dilatation correlation typically transfers energy from the internal to the
kinetic modes. A great deal of research still needs to be done in turbulent flows
with heat release to arrive at the level of understanding we have in incompressible
turbulence. Especially, non-linear cascading and dissipation processes are very poorly
understood in compressible turbulence with large temperature fluctuations.
7B. Scope of the dissertation
In this dissertation, we perform four investigations to improve our understanding
of high-speed compressible turbulence. DNS of isotropic and anisotropic compress-
ible turbulence are conducted toward this end. Selected features of high-speed com-
pressible turbulence are investigated with different computational setups. The topics
studied are:
1) Turbulent energy cascade and kinetic-internal energy interactions under the
influence of temperature fluctuations;
2) Return-to-isotropy of anisotropic turbulence under the influence of large tem-
perature fluctuations;
3) The effect of turbulent Mach number and dilatation level on small-scale
(velocity-gradient) dynamics;
4) The effect of variable transport-coefficients (viscosity and diffusivity) on cas-
cade and dissipation processes of turbulence.
The main findings are:
1) Chapter IV: In general, pressure dilatation transfers energy back and forth
between kinetic and thermal modes. However, on the average, pressure dilatation
transfers energy from the thermal to kinetic mode during heat release or in the pres-
ence of temperature fluctuations. The temporal velocity gradient is enhanced due
to the generation of a rapidly evolving dilatational velocity field in the presence of
temperature fluctuations. The alignments among vorticity vector and the gradients
of thermodynamic variables are altered by temperature fluctuations. The pressure
gradient especially tends to be uncorrelated with the vorticity vector as well as with
the density and temperature gradients in the presence of temperature fluctuations.
2) Chapter V: The temperature fluctuations do not change the solenoidal field
8return-to-isotropy. It is observed that the solenoidal fluctuations interact very little
with the dilatational fluctuations up to a turbulent Mach number of 0.6. Dilatational
energy conversion by pressure dilatation is proportional to the mean square of the
initial temperature fluctuations. Equipartition between fluctuating internal energy
and dilatational kinetic energy is observed in all numerical experiments at equilibrium
state. The dilatational kinetic energy is found to scale with the initial mean square
pressure fluctuations.
3) Chapter VI: As turbulent Mach number increases, the mean flow statistics
differ only slightly from that of incompressible turbulence. However, the level of
dilatational fluctuations increases and in the regions of non-zero dilatation, the struc-
ture and dynamics of turbulence are profoundly altered. The degree of modification
(from incompressible turbulence) depends on the level of dilatation (Ph.D. disserta-
tion of S. Suman, in progress). Thus, for characterization of compressible turbulence,
one must consider turbulence statistics as a function of dilatation level, rather than
turbulent Mach number.
4) Chapter VII: In this study, we examine - in the presence of strong viscosity
gradients - the validity of Taylor’s (1935) postulate that turbulent dissipation is de-
termined exclusively by large scale flow parameters and is independent of viscosity.
It is indeed found that mechanical and scalar dissipations are completely impervious
to the spatial and temporal variations in transport properties. This has important
consequences for closure modeling of dissipation in high enthalpy flows.
C. Dissertation outline
Chapter II describes the Favre-averaged second-moment transport equation, energy
equation, enstrophy and dilatation transport equations, and the role of viscosity and
9Reynolds stress. The numerical methods, such as lattice Boltzmann method (LBM)
and gas kinetic method (GKM), are presented in Chapter III. Four relevant investi-
gations of heat release effects are discussed in Chapter IV through Chapter VII and
we summarized our study in Chapter VIII.
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CHAPTER II
SECOND-MOMENT TRANSPORT EQUATION
We start with compressible Navier-Stokes equations given by
Dρ
Dt
= −ρ∂uj
∂xj
, (2.1)
ρ
Dui
Dt
= − ∂p
∂xi
+
∂τij
∂xj
, (2.2)
ρ
De
Dt
= − ∂qj
∂xj
− p∂uj
∂xj
+ τij
∂uj
∂xi
, (2.3)
where D
Dt
= ∂
∂t
+ uj
∂
∂xj
; ρ is the density of given fluid; p is instantaneous pressure; ui
is instantaneous velocity; qj is heat flux; e is the internal energy per unit mass; κ is
thermal conductivity; and τij is the viscous stress tensor defined as
τij(u) = 2µSij +
(
µB − 2
3
µ
)
Skkδij . (2.4)
Here, µ is dynamic shear viscosity; µB is dynamic bulk viscosity; δij is the Kronecker
delta; Sij is the strain rate tensor defined as
Sij(u) =
1
2
(
∂ui
∂xj
+
∂uj
∂xi
)
; (2.5)
and Skk is the dilatation (velocity divergence), which appears in compressible flows.
Two more equations are needed to close the above compressible Navier-Stokes equa-
tions (2.1)-(2.3): thermal and caloric equations of state. In this study, for the thermal
equation of state, we use the ideal gas law p = ρRT , where R is the gas constant and
T is the temperature. For the caloric equation of state, we use e = cvT , where cv is
the specific heat at constant volume (caloric equation of state for an ideal gas).
With an interest in the fluctuating velocity field, i.e. turbulence, we introduce
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the Favre decomposition for flow quantities:
g = g˜ + g′′ , (2.6)
where
g˜ =
ρg
ρ¯
, (2.7)
g˜′′ =
ρg′′
ρ¯
= 0 , (2.8)
and Reynolds decomposition:
g = g¯ + g′ , (2.9)
where
g′ = 0 . (2.10)
Ensemble averages (Reynolds average) and density weighted average (Favre average)
are described with bar and tilde respectively, and prime and double prime denotes
the fluctuation from Reynolds average and Favre average respectively.
We use Favre decomposition for the instantaneous velocity and internal energy
field, and Reynolds decomposition for the other flow variables such that
ui = u˜i + u
′′
i , (2.11)
τij = τij(u˜) + τij(u
′′) , (2.12)
e = e˜+ e′′ , (2.13)
p = p¯+ p′ , (2.14)
ρ = ρ¯+ ρ′ , (2.15)
qi = qi + q
′
i . (2.16)
Here, the fluctuations of shear and bulk viscosities are considered unimportant and the
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viscosity fluctuations and their correlations with other flow quantities are neglected.
By using the above decompositions in the compressible Navier-Stokes equations (2.1),
(2.2), and (2.3) and ensemble-averaging the resulting equations, we obtain the Favre-
averaged Navier-Stokes equation (FANS):
∂ρ¯
∂t
+
∂ρ¯u˜j
∂xj
= 0 , (2.17)
∂ρ¯u˜i
∂t
+
∂ρ¯u˜iu˜j
∂xj
= −∂ρ¯u˜
′′
i u
′′
j
∂xj
− ∂p¯
∂xi
+
∂τ¯ij
∂xj
, (2.18)
∂ρ¯e˜
∂t
+
∂ρ¯u˜j e˜
∂xj
= −∂ρ¯u˜
′′
j e
′′
∂xj
− ∂q¯j
∂xj
− p∂uj
∂xj
+ τij
∂uj
∂xi
. (2.19)
For most engineering simulations of compressible flows, the above equations are
used, in which there are important unclosed terms. In Eq.(2.18) and (2.19), u˜′′i u′′j and
u˜′′j e′′ are called Favre-averaged Reynolds stress and turbulent heat flux respectively.
In this study, we are interested in the physics of the Favre-averaged Reynolds stress.
How does the Reynolds stress behave in compressible flow? We study the evolution
equation of the Reynolds stress to investigate the crucial turbulence processes of
pressure-strain redistribution and dissipation.
A. Favre-Reynolds stress equation
The Favre-Reynolds stress transport equation can be written as [25]:
∂(ρ¯u˜′′i u′′j )
∂t
= Tij + Pij +Rij − εij , (2.20)
where
Tij = − ∂
∂xk
[
ρ¯u˜′′i u′′j u˜k + ρ¯
˜u′′i u′′ju′′k + u′′i pδjk + u′′jpδik
− u′′i τjk(u)− u′′j τik(u)
]
, (2.21)
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Pij = −ρ¯u˜′′i u′′k
∂u˜j
∂xk
− ρ¯u˜′′ju′′k
∂u˜i
∂xk
, (2.22)
Rij = p
(
∂u′′i
∂xj
+
∂u′′j
∂xi
)
, (2.23)
εij = τjk(u)
∂u′′i
∂xk
+ τik(u)
∂u′′j
∂xk
. (2.24)
In (2.20)-(2.24), Tij is the turbulent transport term which will disappear in homo-
geneous flows, and Pij is the turbulence production term which is responsible for
turbulent energy production given mean velocity gradient ∂u˜i
∂xj
. The pressure-strain
correlation tensor, Rij, is responsible for energy redistribution among Reynolds stress
components and its trace enables reversible energy exchange between kinetic and in-
ternal modes. The dissipation tensor, εij, irreversibly transfers energy from kinetic
to internal modes. This work focuses on the physics of energy redistribution and
dissipation processes in compressible flows with substantial heat release.
In decaying homogeneous flows, the Reynolds stress transport equation (2.20)
can be simplified as
∂(ρ¯u˜′′i u′′j )
∂t
= 2〈psij〉 − 2〈εij〉, (2.25)
where
2〈psij〉 = p′
(
∂u′′i
∂xj
+
∂u′′j
∂xi
)
,
2〈εij〉 = τjk(u′′)∂u
′′
i
∂xk
+ τik(u′′)
∂u′′j
∂xk
.
The first term on the right-hand side is the pressure-strain correlation tensor and the
second term is the dissipation tensor. Here, sij is the strain rate tensor of fluctuating
velocity field defined as
sij =
1
2
(
∂u′′i
∂xj
+
∂u′′j
∂xi
)
. (2.26)
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B. Energy equations
In decaying homogeneous flows, the turbulent kinetic energy evolution equation can
be obtained by contracting the indexes of Eq.(2.25):
∂
∂t
(k) = 〈pd〉 − ε , (2.27)
where
k =
1
2
u˜′′i u′′i ,
〈pd〉 = 〈psii〉 ,
ε = 〈εii〉 .
In the above equation, k, 〈pd〉 and ε denote turbulent kinetic energy, pressure dilata-
tion and dissipation rate respectively. The corresponding thermal energy equation is
given by
∂
∂t
(e) = −〈pd〉+ ε . (2.28)
Pressure dilatation can have either a positive or negative value indicating reversible
energy transfer, while dissipation irreversibly transfers energy from kinetic to thermal
modes. From Eqs.(2.27) and (2.28), we can confirm that total energy is conserved in
decaying homogeneous turbulence [30].
In Eq.(2.27), the kinetic energy dissipation rate, ε, is given by
ε = τij(u′′)
∂u′′i
∂xj
(2.29)
= 2µsijsij +
(
µB − 2
3
µ
)
s2kk (2.30)
The second term on the right hand side of Eq.(2.30) represents the additional con-
tribution to the dissipation rate in compressible flows. In compressible flows, the
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term 2µsijsij also includes dilatational contribution. To identify the solenoidal and
dilatational portions of dissipation for general compressible flow, we decompose the
dissipation rate. The strain rate magnitude sijsij in Eq.(2.30) can be decomposed as
sijsij = ωijωij +
∂u′′i
∂xj
∂u′′j
∂xi
, (2.31)
and
∂u′′i
∂xj
∂u′′j
∂xi
=
∂2
∂xi∂xj
(
u′′i u
′′
j
)
− 2 ∂
∂xj
(
u′′j
∂u′′i
∂xi
)
+
∂u′′i
∂xi
∂u′′j
∂xj
, (2.32)
where ωij is the rotation rate tensor defined as
ωij =
1
2
(
∂u′′i
∂xj
− ∂u
′′
j
∂xi
)
. (2.33)
Then, we obtain
sijsij = ωijωij +
∂2
∂xi∂xj
(
u′′i u
′′
j
)
− 2 ∂
∂xj
(
u′′j
∂u′′i
∂xi
)
+
∂u′′i
∂xi
∂u′′j
∂xj
, (2.34)
The first term on the right hand side of Eq.(2.34) represents the vortical motion of
turbulence; the second and third terms represent the inhomogeneous contributions
to the strain rate; and the last term represents the dilatational motion of turbulence.
Thus, strain rate magnitude, sijsij, consists of the rotation, inhomogeneous, and
dilatation terms. In homogeneous flows, the inhomogeneous terms vanish and only
the rotation and dilatation terms remain. Thus, the kinetic energy dissipation rate
reduces to
ε = εs + εc (2.35)
where
εs = 2µωijωij , (2.36)
εc =
(
µB +
4
3
µ
)
s2kk , (2.37)
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in homogeneous flows. εs is the solenoidal dissipation corresponding to the incom-
pressible portion of dissipation and εc is the dilatational dissipation corresponding
to the compressible portion of dissipation. The transport equations for these two
quantities are described in the following section.
C. Enstrophy and dilatation transport equations
Both the dilatation field and the enstrophy field are generated in compressible flows.
The manner in which these fields are generated and transported is an important issue
in the study of compressible turbulence. First, we start with the vorticity transport
equation, which is useful in understanding the mechanism of vorticity generation in
compressible flows. The vorticity transport equation is derived by taking a curl of
the compressible Navier-Stokes equation (2.2):
DΩi
Dt
= SikΩk − ΩiSkk + ijk 1
ρ2
∂ρ
∂xj
∂p
∂xk
+ ijk
∂
∂xj
(
1
ρ
∂τkm
∂xm
)
, (2.38)
where Ωi is the vorticity vector defined as
Ωi =
∂uj
∂xk
− ∂uk
∂xj
. (2.39)
Thus, one can see that vorticity is generated through four processes: vorticity stretch-
ing by strain Sik, vorticity generation by dilatation Skk, baroclinic generation through
the interaction of pressure and density gradients, and viscous generation/destruction
by the viscous term [31]. The baroclinic term ijk
1
ρ2
∂ρ
∂xj
∂p
∂xk
accounts for the change in
vorticity due to the interaction between gradients of density and temperature. The
baroclinic term generates a strong vorticity field when the density gradient tends to
be perpendicular to the temperature gradient. When the density gradient is parallel
to the temperature gradient, vorticity is not generated by the baroclinic term. For
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example, when there is a temperature field and no flow, the flow field will be driven
purely by the temperature field. The density gradient will then be aligned well with
pressure and temperature gradients. Thus, vorticity is not generated by the baroclinic
term. In other extreme cases, such as high turbulent Mach number flows, the flow
field has its own pressure and density distribution. Thus, the flow field may gener-
ate a significant amount of vorticity through the baroclinic term when we impose an
arbitrary temperature field.
The enstrophy transport equation can be obtained by multiplying Ωi in Eq.(2.38):
D
Dt
(
1
2
ΩiΩi
)
= ΩiΩkSik − ΩiΩiSkk + ijk 1
ρ2
Ωi
∂ρ
∂xj
∂p
∂xk
+ ijk
∂
∂xj
(
Ωi
1
ρ
∂τkm
∂xm
)
− ijk 1
ρ
∂Ωi
∂xj
∂τkm
∂xm
. (2.40)
Similar to the vorticity generation mechanism, the enstrophy is influenced by strain-
rate Sik, dilatation Skk, interaction of pressure and density gradients, and the viscous
term.
Dilatation contributes to the kinetic energy dissipation rate in compressible flows.
The transport equation of dilatation is derived directly by taking divergence of the
compressible Navier-Stokes equation (2.2):
D
Dt
Skk = −∂ui
∂xj
∂uj
∂xi
− 1
ρ
∂2p
∂xk∂xk
+
1
ρ2
∂ρ
∂xk
∂p
∂xk
+
∂
∂xk
(
1
ρ
∂τkj
∂xj
)
. (2.41)
Using the relation (2.32), we obtain
D
Dt
Skk = −S2kk −
∂2
∂xi∂xj
(uiuj) + 2
∂
∂xj
(
uj
∂ui
∂xi
)
+
1
ρ2
∂ρ
∂xk
∂p
∂xk
− 1
ρ
∂2p
∂xk∂xk
+
∂
∂xk
(
1
ρ
∂τkj
∂xj
)
. (2.42)
Andreopoulos et al. [31] argue that the enstrophy is a source for dilatational mo-
tion: dilatation is caused by the straining motion (SijSij) as well as the rotational
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energy of the spinning motion (ΩkΩk) since
∂ui
∂xj
∂uj
∂xi
= SijSij − 14ΩkΩk. However, as
seen in Eq.(2.32), the straining motion cancels out rotational motion and the inho-
mogeneous and dilatation terms remain as seen in Eq.(2.42) (first three terms on the
right hand side). Thus, rotational motion is not a source for producing dilatational
motion. Rather, pressure and density gradients are expected to generate the dilata-
tional motion as in the fourth term on the right hand side of Eq.(2.42). Whenever
the pressure gradient is aligned well with the density gradient, one can expect highly
dilatational motion in the flows, i.e. highly compressible flow. It can be inferred
from Eq.(2.40) that the dilatation acts as a medium in enstrophy generation, which
corresponds to solenoidal dissipation. The dilatation also has a direct influence in
dilatational dissipation in compressible flows (Eq.(2.42)).
D. Molecular viscosity
In compressible flows, the constitutive equation for stress tensor involves bulk viscosity
as well as shear viscosity. To identify the physical significance of bulk viscosity, we
introduce the concepts of mechanical pressure and thermodynamic pressure. The
mechanical pressure p¯ is defined as an average of the total normal stress on three
mutually perpendicular surfaces:
p¯ = −1
3
σii , (2.43)
where
σij = −pδij + τij . (2.44)
Here, σij is the stress tensor representing the effects of all surface forces; p is the
thermodynamic pressure (or equilibrium pressure); and τij is the viscous stress tensor
defined in Eq.(2.4).
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Kinetic theory describes mechanical pressure as a measure of the molecular trans-
lational kinetic energy of a fluid particle (molecule), whereas thermodynamic pressure
is a measure of the total molecular kinetic energy of a fluid particle. Thermodynamic
pressure depends on two state variables, i.e. p = p(ρ, e), in which the internal en-
ergy e involves all modes of molecular energy of a given fluid particle: translational,
rotational, and vibrational. Using equations (2.43), (2.44), and (2.4), one finds that
the difference between the thermodynamic pressure and the mechanical pressure is
proportional to the divergence of the velocity vector as follows:
p− p¯ = 1
3
τii = µB
∂ui
∂xi
. (2.45)
The proportionality factor µB is referred to as bulk viscosity. Different modes of
molecular energy have different relaxation times, so energy may be transferred from
one mode to another. Bulk viscosity is a measure of this transfer of energy from the
translational mode to the rotational and vibrational modes [32].
For monatomic gas, the only mode of molecular energy is the translational mode,
so the mechanical and thermodynamic pressure are the same. Thus, the bulk viscosity
is zero. For polyatomic gases and for liquids, the departure from µB = 0 is frequently
small and the bulk viscosity is considered to be zero. However, for a flow through
a strong shock, the vibrational modes of energy are excited at the expense of the
translational modes, so the bulk viscosity is non-trivial. In case the bulk viscosity
plays an important role (i.e. thermodynamic nonequilibrium state), one cannot use
the ideal-gas state equations p = ρRT and e = cvT , which are used in thermodynamic
equilibrium flow simulations. These equations do not account for the relaxation effects
associated with the redistribution of molecular energy among translational, rotational,
and vibrational modes of a fluid particle. Bulk viscosity is expected to be significant
when the relaxation phenomenon becomes observable [33].
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E. Reynolds stress vs. viscous stress
To enhance our understanding of turbulence, the role of Reynolds stress is compared
to that of viscous stress in Fig. 3. κ is the wave number of the motion, which is the
inverse of the length scale, and E(κ) is the energy level at the wave number. L is the
characteristic length scale for a flow of interest, η is the small dissipation scale of flow
(i.e. Kolmogorov scale), and λ is the scale of molecular motion (i.e. molecular mean
free path). To directly solve the Navier-Stokes equation (NS), a constitutive equation
is needed for the viscous stress tensor, whereas a description of Reynolds stress is
required to solve Reynolds (or Favre) Averaged Navier-Stokes equation (RANS or
FANS). In principle, one can also trace all the molecules in molecular dynamics sim-
ulations (MD) to obtain the viscous stress tensor. However, such a computation is
practically impossible for engineering problems due to the heavy computational load.
Fig. 3. Typical energy spectrum of fluid motion and molecular motion (RANS:
Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes equation; FANS: Favre Averaged Navier
Stokes equation; NS: Navier Stokes equation; and MD: Molecular Dynamics)
Clearly, most of the energy of molecular motion is distributed in the scale of
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molecular motion λ which is much smaller than L. Due to the large disparity in
molecular and continuum scales of interest, the action of molecular motion can be
described with simple viscous stress. In Newtonian fluid, the viscous stress tensor is
given by equations (2.44) and (2.4). In averaged Navier-Stokes equation, a similar clo-
sure can be used for Reynolds stress. Indeed, the popular Boussinesq approximation
is similar to Eq.(2.4). This closure is expected to account for the effects of a wide spec-
trum of turbulent fluctuations. The overall effectiveness of the Boussinesq Reynolds
stress closure is inferior to that of molecular viscous stress due to the proximity of
scale L and turbulent fluctuations. Therefore, a more complete understanding of the
action of turbulent fluctuations is needed.
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CHAPTER III
COMPUTATIONAL METHOD
Direct numerical simulations are used to investigate the energy redistribution, dissi-
pation processes and small scale structure of compressible turbulence. Although the
investigation is performed in the context of Navier-Stokes equation and continuum
flow description, we use a computational method based on the kinetic Boltzmann
equation.
A. Kinetic Boltzmann equation with BGK collision operator
In mesoscopic description, flow variables are expressed using a single particle (mole-
cule) velocity distribution function. The velocity distribution function can be ob-
tained by solving the Boltzmann equation with BGK (Bhatnagar-Gross-Krook) col-
lision model [34, 35, 36]:
(∂t + ~u · ∇) f = 1
τ
(g − f) (3.1)
where f ≡ f(~x, ~u, t) is the single particle velocity distribution function; ~u is the micro-
scopic particle velocity (in this chapter instantaneous flow velocity is not described by
~u but by ~U); τ is the relaxation time due to particle collision; and g is the Maxwellian
distribution function in an equilibrium state:
g =
ρ
(2piRT )D/2
exp
−(~u− ~U)2
2RT
 , (3.2)
where R is the gas constant; D is the dimension of the space; and ρ, ~U , and T are the
macroscopic density, velocity, and temperature, respectively. The macroscopic flow
variables, ρ, ~U , and T are calculated from the moments of distribution function f :
ρ =
∫
fd~u , (3.3)
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ρ~U =
∫
~ufd~u , (3.4)
ρe =
1
2
∫
(~u− ~U)2fd~u . (3.5)
where the energy e can be written in terms of temperature T :
e =
D0
2
RT , (3.6)
In the above equation, D0 is the number of degrees of freedom of a fluid particle
motion.
B. Numerical schemes
Lattice Boltzmann method (LBM) and gas kinetic method (GKM) are used to solve
the Boltzmann BGK equation (3.1). LBM is the finite difference scheme and appli-
cable only to weakly compressible flows, whereas GKM is the finite volume scheme
and applicable to fully compressible flows.
1. Lattice Boltzmann method (LBM)
In LBM, the solution f is obtained in a finite discrete velocity space. One well-known
discrete velocity space in three dimensions is the 19-velocity model shown in Fig. 4.
The incremental change in f is given by [36]
fα(~xi + ~eαδt, t+ δt)− fα(~xi, t) = − 1
τn
(fα(~xi, t)− gα(~xi, t)) , (3.7)
where τn ≡ τ/δt is the dimensionless relaxation time in the unit of δt, and the
equilibrium distribution function has the following form in discrete velocity space,
using low Mach number approximation:
gα = ρwα
1 + 3~eα · ~U
c2
+
9
2
(~eα · ~U)2
c4
− 3
2
~U · ~U
c2
 . (3.8)
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Fig. 4. Three-dimensional 19 discrete velocity (3D19Q) lattice
Here, c is defined as c = δx/δt =
√
3RT , and wα and eα are given by
wα =

1
3
; α = 0 ,
1
18
; α = 1, 2, · · · , 6 ,
1
36
; α = 7, 8, · · · , 18 .
~eα =

(0, 0, 0) ; α = 0 ,
(±1, 0, 0)c, (0,±1, 0)c, (0, 0,±1)c ; α = 1, 2, · · · , 6 ,
(±1,±1, 0)c, (0,±1,±1)c, (±1, 0,±1)c ; α = 7, 8, · · · , 18 .
Invoking the Chapman-Enskog expansion [34], the Navier-Stokes equation can
be recovered from the discrete equation and the shear viscosity is obtained as
ν =
τn − 0.5
3
c2sδt . (3.9)
The equation of state is given by
p = ρc2s =
ρ
3
, (3.10)
where cs =
√
RT is the sound speed of isothermal fluid. The macroscopic flow
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variables, ρ and ~U , are obtained as
ρ =
∑
α
fα , (3.11)
ρ~U =
∑
α
~eαfα . (3.12)
Details of LBM can be found in [36, 37, 38].
Even though LBM offers a variety of advantages for simulating fluid motion, it
is valid only for isothermal flows. To accommodate the non-isothermal flow, a hybrid
thermal lattice Boltzmann method (HTLBM) [39] is employed. HTLBM explicitly
solves the macroscopic energy equation for temperature and LBM for mass and mo-
mentum, so that one can incorporate temperature variation in the flow. However,
this method is limited to weakly compressible flows due to the inherent nature of
LBM. Multi-relaxation time lattice Boltzmann method can also be adopted to in-
crease stability and accuracy of LBM schemes [40]. Details of HTLBM can be found
in [39, 40].
2. Gas kinetic method (GKM)
For general compressible flows, GKM approach is used to solve Eq.(3.1). Xu [41, 42]
developed and verified GKM for various high Mach-number flows and shock problems,
and Kerimo and Girimaji [43] demonstrate GKM possesses the required degree of
accuracy and robustness for DNS of turbulence. In the GKM scheme, the solution
for the velocity distribution function f in Eq.(3.1) is written as follows:
f(t+∆t, ~x, ~u) =
1
τ
∫ t+∆t
t
g(t′, ~x′, ~u)e−(t+∆t−t
′)/τdt′ + e−∆t/τf0(~x− ~u∆t, ~u) , (3.13)
where f0(~x, ~u) is an initial distribution function at time t, and ~x−~x′ = ~u(t+∆t−t′) is
the particle trajectory. In the absence of discontinuities or shocks, the above solution
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is simplified to
f(t, ~x, ~u) =
1
τ
∫ t
−∞
g(t′, ~x′, ~u)e−(t−t
′)/τdt′ , (3.14)
where g is the only unknown. In order to construct g across a cell interface, Taylor
series expansion is used around ~x0 at the beginning of each time step (t = 0). The
equation is then
g(t, ~x, ~u) = g0 + (~x− ~x0) · ∇g + t∂g
∂t
(3.15)
= g0 [1 + a(x− x0) + b(y − y0) + c(z − z0) + At] , (3.16)
where g0 = g(0, ~x0, ~u) is the Maxwellian equilibrium function at t = 0. Inserting this
expression into the analytical solution (3.14), the velocity distribution function at cell
interfaces becomes
f(t, ~x0, ~u) = g0 [1− τ(au+ bv + cw) + (t− τ)A] . (3.17)
The unknown coefficients a, b, and c can be determined from the macroscopic flow
variables Q at the beginning of each time step using
Q ≡ [ρ ρU ρV ρW E]T =
∫
ψfdudvdwdξ , (3.18)
where
ψ =
[
1, u, v, w,
1
2
(u2 + v2 + w2 + ξ2)
]T
, (3.19)
E =
1
2
ρ
(
U2 + V 2 +W 2 +
K + 3
2λ
)
. (3.20)
The coefficient A in Eq.(3.17) can be obtained from the compatibility condition, which
states that the collision does not change the conservation of mass, momentum, and
energy: ∫
(g − f)ψdudvdwdξ = 0 . (3.21)
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On each cell interface, the fluxes are represented by
~F =
∫
~uψfdudvdwdξ . (3.22)
Then, the macroscopic variables Q are updated as
Q(t+∆t) = Q(t) +
1
∆c
∫ ∆t
0
∫
~F · d ~Adt , (3.23)
where ∆t is the time step; ∆c is the volume of the cell; and ~A is the area of cell
interface. Details of GKM can be found in [41, 42, 43].
The Navier-Stokes equation can be recovered from the GKM solution (3.17)
through the Chapman-Enskog expansion. This brings about the relationship between
shear viscosity µ and the collision time τ of fluid particles as follows [34]:
µ = τp , (3.24)
where p is the thermodynamic pressure and τ is the collision (or relaxation) time of
a fluid particle. Bulk viscosity is related to collision time and pressure as follows:
µB =
2
3
K
K + 3
τp , (3.25)
where bulk viscosity is also proportional to the collision time and thermodynamic
pressure. In Eq.(3.25), K is the internal degree of freedom of fluid particles and is
described as
K =
5− 3γ
γ − 1 , (3.26)
where γ is the specific heat ratio. For example, monatomic gas has the specific heat
ratio of 5
3
, which makes the internal degree of freedom K = 0. Thus, from Eq.(3.25),
bulk viscosity µB is zero for monatomic gas as already seen from the concepts of
mechanical and thermodynamic pressures in Chapter II. For diatomic gas, the specific
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heat ratio γ is 7
5
and the internal degree of freedom K is 2. Then, the bulk viscosity
µB is given as
µB =
4
15
τp . (3.27)
Thus, in diatomic gas flows, the magnitude of bulk viscosity is 27% of shear viscosity
as seen in Eqs.(3.24) and (3.27).
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CHAPTER IV
LATTICE BOLTZMANN DNS OF DECAYING COMPRESSIBLE ISOTROPIC
TURBULENCE WITH TEMPERATURE FLUCTUATIONS
In this chapter, the heat release effect on low turbulent Mach-number compressible
isotropic turbulence is investigated. Direct numerical simulation (DNS) of low Mach
number decaying isotropic turbulence with randomly distributed initial temperature
field is performed using the hybrid thermal lattice Boltzmann method (HTLBM).
The objectives of the study are to (i) investigate the interaction between kinetic and
thermal energy modes, and (ii) perform a preliminary examination of the small-scale
flow structure. The results indicate that pressure plays a crucial role in the energy
exchange between kinetic and thermal modes. Unlike dissipation, which generates
one-way energy transfer from kinetic to thermal modes, pressure can lead to a two-way
energy exchange. On average, pressure work transfers energy from thermal to kinetic
modes in our computations. The analysis of velocity-gradient structure shows that, as
in isothermal flow, the vorticity vector aligns with the intermediate eigenvector of the
strain-rate tensor. However, the alignments among vorticity vector, pressure gradient,
density gradient, and temperature gradient are significantly altered by temperature
fluctuations. Our results demonstrate that HTLBM is a reliable tool for low turbulent
Mach-number flows with temperature fluctuations.
A. Introduction
Compressible turbulence is inherently more complicated than its incompressible coun-
terpart due to, among other reasons, the activation of the thermal energy mode. The
This chapter is a reprint of an article published in the INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL
OF COMPUTATIONAL FLUID DYNAMICS, 20, 401-413, July 2006.
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nonlinear interaction between kinetic and thermal energy modes is known to occur
over a wide range of time and length scales [28]. It is also known that heat release
and resulting temperature fluctuations may cause important changes in the struc-
ture of fluctuating velocity gradients [20]. The orientation of vorticity with respect
to strain rate has important implications for cascade dynamics, scalar mixing, and
other small-scale turbulence process [4, 44].
There have been several previous numerical studies of compressible turbulence
to date. Kida and Orszag [15, 16, 17] studied the energy dynamics in decaying
and forced compressible turbulence using direct numerical simulation (DNS) data.
They decomposed the velocity field into compressible (dilatational) and rotational
(solenoidal) components, and studied the compressibility effects using the ratio of
these two components. They showed that the coupling between the two components
of kinetic energy is weak and that most of the energy introduced to either component
is transferred to the internal energy without passing through the other component.
They also showed that the rotational component of energy spectrum obeys the same
Kolmogorov similarity law as for incompressible turbulence, but the compressible
component of the spectrum depends strongly on the Mach number. They argued
that the compressible-to-rotational energy ratio converges to some universal value as
the turbulence decays, while the Reynolds number and the Mach number decrease in
time. Erlebacher and Sarkar [20] analyzed the strain-rate tensor using DNS results of
compressible homogeneous shear turbulence. They decomposed the strain-rate tensor
into solenoidal and dilatational parts. The structure of the solenoidal strain-rate
tensor was found to be similar to that of incompressible turbulence. The dilatational
strain-rate tensor was found to have a preferred structure in the regions of strong
dilatation, and the alignment of pressure-gradient vector was found to be strongly
affected by the compressibility.
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The effect of heat release on compressible isotropic turbulence was considered
by Jaberi et al.[28] at low turbulent Mach number. They showed that dilatational
motions are affected more than solenoidal motions in the presence of heat release, and
the pressure work tends to increase the turbulent kinetic energy. They also showed
that the effect of heat release is to weaken the alignment of the vorticity vector with
the intermediate eigenvector of the strain-rate tensor, due to the variation in molecular
viscosity. Most of the compressible turbulence simulations to date [15, 16, 17, 20, 28]
have been performed with the Navier-Stokes equations.
Over the last decade, the lattice Boltzmann method (LBM) has emerged as a
powerful technique for simulating various fluid-flow phenomena, especially in com-
plex geometry. Advantages and challenges of LBM for performing DNS and LES
(Large Eddy Simulation) of turbulence are discussed in detail in [45, 46]. Some of
the potential advantages of LBM over Navier-Stokes platform for performing turbu-
lence simulations are: (1) LBM computational stencil involves only nearest neighbor
interactions with simple grid connectivity and lower communication penalty than
Navier-Stokes solvers. This leads to improved scaling properties over Navier-Stokes
for parallel computations. (2) Due to the availability of additional flow information,
Boltzmann-equation based approaches may be amenable to more accurate turbulence
closure modeling. (3) In principle, Boltzmann-equation based approaches can be ap-
plied to flows over a wider range of Knudsen numbers.
It has now been clearly demonstrated in isothermal homogeneous turbulence that
LBM can reproduce the NS (Navier-Stokes) DNS results and experimental data. Yu
et al.[45, 46] demonstrated that LBM can accurately capture the decay exponents in
isotropic turbulence. Yu and Girimaji [47, 48] performed LBM DNS of homogeneous
shear turbulence. They demonstrated that LBM DNS accurately reproduces the
anisotropy and kinetic energy evolution data of NS DNS and experimental investiga-
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tions. More recently, Yu and Girimaji [49] have performed LBM LES of non-circular
jets and their results compare favorably with experimental data. Thus, LBM can
now be considered a reliable tool for performing DNS and, to a limited degree, LES
of isothermal turbulence.
One of the earliest applications of LBM to non-isothermal flows can be found
in [50]. Lallemand and Luo [39] popularized the hybrid thermal lattice Boltzmann
method (HTLBM) which eliminates the unphysical coupling between the energy and
shear modes of LBM and improves numerical stability. They used the multiple-
relaxation-time lattice Boltzmann method (MRT-LBM) for mass and momentum
conservations and the macroscopic equation for energy conservation. They applied
the method to Rayleigh-Be´nard convective flows in a cubic cavity with two opposite
walls at different temperatures and showed that the results agree well with the pseudo
spectral results. More recently, Chang and Alexander [51] applied HTLBM to a two-
phase Rayleigh-Be´nard convection problem. They used the single-relaxation-time
lattice Boltzmann method (SRT-LBM) for mass and momentum conservation and
the macroscopic equation for energy conservation. They showed that HTLBM can
simulate complicated free surfaces and interface deformation. At this stage, HTLBM
is ready for extension to non-isothermal turbulent flows.
In this chapter, we perform DNS of low Mach number isotropic turbulence de-
caying under the influence of randomly distributed initial temperature field using
HTLBM. The objective of our investigation is two-fold. On the turbulence analysis
side, we would like to investigate (i) the interactions between kinetic and thermal
energy modes: i.e. the role of pressure work, solenoidal dissipation, and dilatational
dissipation, and (ii) the effect of temperature fluctuations on the small-scale flow
structure: i.e. the orientation of vorticity vector, pressure gradient, density gradient,
and temperature gradient with respect to strain-rate eigen-direction. On the numer-
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ical side, we will attempt to establish the viability of HTLBM for DNS of turbulence
with temperature fluctuations.
This chapter is organized as follows. In section B, the HTLBM theory is described
briefly and its numerical implementation is discussed in detail. The implications
of kinetic and internal energy equations are examined for the flow considered. In
section C, we first verify that DNS simulation conserves total energy accurately.
Then, we study in detail the interplay between turbulent kinetic energy and internal
energy. This is followed by investigations of the structure of the strain-rate tensor,
vorticity vector, and gradient vectors of thermodynamic variables. The summary and
conclusions of this study are given in section D.
B. Hybrid thermal LBM implementation and energy equations
1. Hybrid thermal LBM
In HTLBM, the mass and momentum conservations are solved with MRT-LBM [40]:
|f(~x+ ~eαδt, t+ δt)〉 − |f(~x, t)〉 = −M−1Sˆ
{
|m(~x, t)〉 −
∣∣∣m(eq)(~x, t)〉} , (4.1)
where |f〉 is the velocity distribution function vector; Sˆ is a diagonal matrix and
denotes the relaxation rates; |m〉 and |m(eq)〉are respectively the current moment
vector and the equilibrium moment vector; ~x is the position vector; ~eα is the discrete
velocity in α velocity space coordinate direction; and M is the linear mapping matrix
which transforms the velocity distribution function vector to the moment vector. The
equation of state is implied in the LBM equation: p = ρc2s, where p is the pressure
and cs is the speed of sound. The density and velocity fields are calculated using
following relations:
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ρ =
N∑
α=0
fα and ~u =
N∑
α=0
~eαfα
ρ
,
where N denotes the velocity space dimension.
The energy conservation equation is solved in the macroscopic form:
∂t(ρe˜) +∇ · (ρe˜~u) = κ∇2T − p∇ · ~u+ µ
[
∇~u+ (∇~u)T
]
∇~u+ λ(∇ · ~u)2, (4.2)
where e˜ is the internal energy per unit mass (e˜ = cvT ); µ is the shear viscosity; λ is
the bulk viscosity (definition of bulk viscosity in this chapter is different from that of
Chapter II: λ = µB − 23µ); T is the temperature; and κ is the thermal conductivity
of the fluid. We adopt this complete energy equation contrary to Lallemand and Luo
[39], who neglect viscous work and solve the following simpler equation:
∂t(ρe˜) +∇ · (ρe˜~u) = κ∇2T − p∇ · ~u.
As the MRT-LBM used for the mass and momentum equations is first-order in time,
equation (4.2) is also solved with a first order finite-difference discretization:
ρe˜(~x, t+ δt) = ρe˜(~x, t) + δt
{
−∇ · (ρe˜~u) + κ∇2T − p∇ · ~u
}
+ δt
{
µ
[
∇~u+ (∇~u)T
]
∇~u+ λ(∇ · ~u)2
}
. (4.3)
In the above equation, the spatial derivatives on the right-hand side are calculated
using a higher order finite-difference operator whose stencil has the same number of
points as the discrete velocity set in MRT-LBM model [39].
MRT-LBM equation (4.1) and the macroscopic energy equation (4.3) are coupled
through the energy mode in MRT-LBM model:
m(eq)e = m
(eq)
e (ρ, ~u, γ, T ).
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In the absence of the viscous work terms in equation (4.3), our HTLBM model is
identical to that of [39]. As the Lallemand and Luo algorithm[39] is reasonably well
tested and validated, we do not perform any further validation studies. Inclusion
of the viscous work terms, however, makes an internal consistency check possible.
In this chapter, we will examine if the HTLBM model conserves energy during the
energy exchange between kinetic and thermal modes. We will seek to demonstrate
total energy conservation and this will serve as a validation of the novel feature added
in the present work. Further details of HTLBM can be found in [39].
2. Numerical implementation
All simulations are performed in a periodic cube with 1283 resolution. The initial in-
compressible isotropic random velocity and temperature fields are generated using the
same procedure as [46] but with different initial wave-number contents. The objective
is to produce initial incompressible velocity and temperature fields of different length
scales. The initial pressure field is found by solving a Poisson equation. After setting
the initial incompressible conditions for velocity and pressure, the temperature field
is added, and the velocity and temperature fields are allowed to evolve. The pres-
ence of temperature fluctuations gives rise to compressibility effects. If there are no
temperature fluctuations initially, the turbulence field will experience incompressible
decay. The parameters of different simulations are summarized in Table I. The initial
velocity fields are the same for all three cases.
The three-dimensional 19-velocity (D3Q19) MRT-LBM model[40]) is used in our
computations. The shear and bulk viscosities are controlled with s9(= s13) and s1 in
relaxation matrix (Sˆ), which are set to be 1.923 and 1.19, respectively. This leads to
the initial Taylor-scale Reynolds number of 45. The other relaxation rate components
are given in [40].
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The values used for the specific heat ratio and the thermal diffusivity are 1.2 and
0.0111, respectively. This corresponds to the Prandtl number of 0.6, which is close to
that of air. The initial turbulent Mach number is 0.25, which is within the allowable
maximum Mach number of 0.33 for the MRT-LBM model [40].
Table I. Simulation cases
Simulation cases Isothermal Case I Case II
Computational domain 1283 1283 1283
Initial velocity field wave-number 1∼8 1∼8 1∼8
Initial temperature field wave-number 0(T=constant) 1∼4 5∼8
Initial Taylor-scale Reynolds number 45 45 45
Prandtl number 0.6 0.6 0.6
3. Energy equations
The turbulent kinetic energy, internal energy, and total energy are defined as
k ≡ 1
2
ρuiui, e ≡ ρe˜, and E = k + e,
where over-bar indicates spatial average and repeated indices imply summation. The
turbulent kinetic energy equation can be easily obtained from the momentum equa-
tion. After neglecting the transport terms due to the homogeneity of flow field, the
turbulent kinetic energy equation can be written as
∂k
∂t
= PW − SD −DD. (4.4)
In the above equation, pressure work (PW), solenoidal dissipation (SD), and dilata-
tional dissipation (DD) are given by
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PW ≡ pSkk; SD ≡ 2µ
(
Sij − 1
3
Skkδij
)(
Sij − 1
3
Skkδij
)
; DD ≡
(
λ+
2
3
µ
)
S2kk,
where Sij is the strain-rate tensor defined as Sij ≡ (∂jui + ∂iuj)/2.
The internal energy equation can be written, subject to the homogeneity as-
sumption, as
∂e
∂t
= −PW + SD +DD. (4.5)
As the solenoidal and dilatational dissipation are non-negative, they transfer energy
exclusively from the kinetic to thermal modes. The pressure work, on the other hand,
can be of either sign, enabling two-way energy transfer.
From equations (4.4) and (4.5), the evolution equation for the total energy can
be formed:
∂E
∂t
= 0. (4.6)
Thus, the total energy is conserved in our computational domain. Our focus in this
study is on the interplay between the kinetic and thermal energy modes, especially
on the role of pressure work.
C. Results and discussions
1. Energy conservation
First, we seek to establish that the total energy is conserved in our numerical scheme.
The temporal evolution of the kinetic, internal, and total energy is plotted in Fig. 5.
The time scale is non-dimensionalized by the initial eddy turn-over time. The kinetic,
internal, and total energy at time t are denoted respectively by k(t), e(t), and E(t).
The initial values of the kinetic and internal energy are k0 and e0. In the isothermal
case, kinetic energy decreases and internal energy increases monotonically in time
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(a) Isothermal case
(b) Case I
Fig. 5. Kinetic, internal, and total energy
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(a) Kinetic energy budget
(b) Internal energy budge
Fig. 6. Budgets for the kinetic and internal energy (Case I)
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keeping the total energy constant. In the non-isothermal case (Case I), the overall
behavior is similar to that of the isothermal case but the details are different. The
kinetic energy and internal energy curves display small amplitude but high frequency
variations. These variations are not due to any numerical instability as each cycle of
variation is over 40 time steps long. They are caused by rapid back-and-forth exchange
of energy between the kinetic and thermal modes due to the action of pressure work.
It is important to note that the total energy curve is entirely smooth and exhibits
very little change from the initial value. Case II also exhibits similar behavior. It is
therefore clear that total energy is conserved in all cases.
To further demonstrate the accuracy of energy conservation, we now present two
different computations of the evolution of the kinetic and internal energy difference
{k(t) − k0} and {e(t) − e0} for Case I (Fig. 6). The line with open circles directly
corresponds to the energy difference from the values of k(t) and e(t) as computed
from the code. In the second method of calculation, we integrate the right hand side
of the energy budget equations (4.4) and (4.5) as follows:
k(t)− k0 =
∫ t
0
(PW − SD −DD) dτ ,
e(t)− e0 =
∫ t
0
(−PW + SD +DD) dτ .
The line with open squares corresponds to the value of the energy difference obtained
from these integrations. The agreement between the two computations shows that
our simulations are of high numerical fidelity. Similar agreement is also obtained for
the isothermal case and Case II. It must be noted that we use the explicit Euler
method in the above time integration of each energy equation, as LBM is first order
accurate scheme in time.
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2. Energy exchanges between kinetic and thermal modes
The energy exchange between kinetic and thermal modes is now investigated. The
temporal evolution of the kinetic and internal energy is plotted for three different cases
in Fig. 7. In the isothermal case, kinetic energy is transferred into internal energy
monotonically and smoothly. In non-isothermal cases (Case I and Case II), the kinetic
energy variation has small amplitude and high frequency oscillations superposed on a
gradual and smooth decay. Overall level of kinetic energy decreases over a long period
of time at approximately the same rate as that of the isothermal case. The smooth
decay is due to the solenoidal dissipation, whereas the rapid but small undulations
are due to the pressure work. The frequency of kinetic energy variation is higher in
Case II, in which the length-scale of initial temperature field is smaller.
To further examine these phenomena, we investigate each term in the turbulent
kinetic energy equation (4.4): pressure work (PW), solenoidal dissipation (SD), and
dilatational dissipation (DD). In the isothermal case, the solenoidal dissipation ac-
counts for all of the kinetic energy decrease, and the pressure work and dilatational
dissipation are negligible as expected (Fig. 8(a)). In the non-isothermal cases (Case I
and Case II), the temperature fluctuations do not have as much effect on the solenoidal
dissipation as on the pressure work (Fig. 8(b),(c)). Clearly, the pressure work plays
a crucial role in the energy transfer between the kinetic and thermal modes. The
amplitude of the pressure work variation is smaller in Case II than in Case I, as the
temperature field decays faster due to the smaller initial length scale and the flow
field approaches the isothermal state more rapidly. For the same reason, the pressure
work in Case II decreases faster than in Case I. The frequency of the pressure work
variation is higher in Case II than in Case I. The pressure work time-scale is much
smaller than the turbulence time-scale. From our study, it appears that the length
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Fig. 7. Temporal variation of kinetic and internal energy
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(a) Isothermal
(b) Case I
Fig. 8. Temporal variation of the kinetic energy budgets
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(c) Case II
Fig. 8. Continued
scale of temperature fluctuations influences the time scale of pressure work. The di-
latational dissipation also varies at nearly the same time scale as the pressure work,
but the amplitude is much smaller. It should be reiterated here that each pressure
work cycle is temporally well-resolved with over 40 time steps.
The temporal evolution of the kinetic energy and the pressure work are compared
in Fig. 9. It appears that the phase difference between them is 90 degrees, which is
the same value as observed in the forced compressible turbulence by Kida and Orszag
[16]. It is therefore clear that the high frequency of the kinetic energy variation is
driven by the pressure work. The relation between the kinetic energy and the pressure
work is investigated further in wave-number space for Case I (Fig. 10(a),(b)). The
kinetic energy and pressure work at a specific wave number are given by
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Fig. 9. Temporal variation of the pressure work and the kinetic energy (Case I)
Eˆ(κ) =
1
2
wˆi(κ)wˆ
∗
i (κ);
ˆPW (κ) = Re{jκiuˆi(κ)pˆ∗(κ)},
where wi =
√
ρui and over-hat and superscript respectively denote Fourier transform
and complex conjugate. It is clear from Fig. 10(b) that pressure work activity is
confined to the large scales. It appears that the length scale of the pressure work
activity is the same as that of the temperature fluctuations. It is also important to
note that contribution from the pressure work to the kinetic energy at a given wave
number can be positive or negative. When integrated over time, the net contribution
by pressure work to the kinetic energy at a given wave number is quite small.
The net kinetic energy, transferred by pressure work at large scales, cascades to
the smaller scales as seen in Fig. 10(a). In small scales, the kinetic energy ultimately
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(a) Kinetic energ
(b) Pressure work
Fig. 10. Kinetic energy, pressure work, solenoidal and dilatational dissipation in
wave-number space (Case I)
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(c) Solenoidal dissipation
(d) Dilatational dissipation
Fig. 10. Continued
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dissipates into thermal energy through solenoidal and dilatational dissipation. To
better understand the two types of dissipation, we study the solenoidal and dilata-
tional parts in wave-number space for Case I (Fig. 10(c),(d)). The solenoidal and
dilatational dissipation are given by
SˆD(κ) = Re{µκ2uˆi(κ)uˆ∗i (κ) +
1
3
µκiκjuˆi(κ)uˆ
∗
j(κ)};
DˆD(κ) = Re{(λ+ 2
3
µ)κiκjuˆi(κ)uˆ
∗
j(κ)}.
Contrary to the pressure work, the solenoidal and dilatational dissipation are active
over a wide range of wave numbers as turbulence decays. Especially interesting is
the fact that the dilatational dissipation is much smaller in the intermediate scales
than in the small scales. The saddle-shape of the dilatational dissipation spectrum is
distinctly different from that of the solenoidal dissipation spectrum. After about one
eddy turn-over time, it is found that nearly 15% of the large-scale dilatational fluc-
tuations are converted to solenoidal fluctuations. Most of the large-scale dilatational
fluctuations (85%) cascade down to small-scale without conversion and are ultimately
expended as dilatational dissipation. In the forced isotropic turbulence simulations
of Kida and Orszag (1990b), only 1% of large-scale dilatational fluctuations was con-
verted to solenoidal form. However, about 1 to 6% of large-scale solenoidal fluctua-
tions was converted to dilatational form. Overall, it appears that the conversion of
fluctuations from one form to another is a strong function of the length scale of the
initial fields and Mach number.
To confirm the long-time effect of the pressure work and dilatational dissipation,
the evolution of the integral of each term in the kinetic energy budget equation (4.4)
is studied for three cases in Fig. 11. In the isothermal case, the pressure work and
dilatational dissipation are negligible. In the non-isothermal cases, the overall effect
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(a) Isothermal
(b) Case I & Case II
Fig. 11. Temporal variation of accumulated kinetic energy budgets
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of the pressure work is to transfer energy from the thermal to kinetic modes at large
scales, while that of the dilatational dissipation is to transfer energy from the kinetic
to thermal modes at small scales. The velocity field with small-scale temperature
fluctuations (Case II) experiences this effect at earlier times, even though the energy
budgets become equivalent after two eddy turn-over times (Fig. 11(b)). Thus, in our
simulations, the effect of temperature fluctuations on turbulence exists only during
the early period due to the initial imbalance in the pressure field.
Fig. 12. Schematic of the interaction between kinetic and thermal modes
A schematic of the interaction between the kinetic and thermal modes is sum-
marized in Fig. 12, in which an arrow denotes the direction of energy transfer: (1)
Pressure work transfers energy back and forth between the kinetic and thermal modes
in the presence of temperature fluctuations (Fig. 8(b), (c)). The thermal energy is
initially transferred into the kinetic energy by the action of pressure work and most of
the dilatational fluctuations are transferred back to the thermal energy. The energy-
exchange cycles take place on a much shorter time scale than that of turbulence and
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at the same length scale as the temperature fluctuations. (2) Over each transfer cy-
cle, there is a small net flow of energy from the thermal to kinetic modes. This net
transfer from the thermal to kinetic modes adds up to significant accumulation over
the duration of the simulation (Fig. 11(b)). Thus, the pressure work transfers energy
from the thermal to kinetic modes in the same length scale as that of the temperature
fluctuations. (3) This transferred kinetic energy is deposited as a dilatational velocity
field (Fig. 10(b)). (4) The large-scale dilatational fluctuations then cascade to small
scales (Fig. 10(a)). During the cascade process, most of the dilatational fluctuations
remain in that form, whereas a small fraction (15%) is transformed into solenoidal
fluctuations. (5) Eventually, the solenoidal and dilatational dissipation transfer the
dilatational fluctuations to thermal energy at small scales (Fig. 10(c), (d)). As the
process proceeds from step 1 through 5, the initial large-scale thermal energy fluctu-
ations are ultimately uniformly distributed over the flow domain by turbulence.
The temporal variation of dissipation rate is plotted in Fig. 13. The dissipation
rate is also influenced by temperature fluctuations, even though the effect is small.
The dissipation rate is increased initially by the temperature fluctuations and shows
almost the same value as in the isothermal case after one eddy turn-over time. The
dissipation rate is higher initially in Case II than in Case I. Thus, the kinetic energy
is transferred to the internal energy more rapidly in the small-scale temperature field
(Case II) than in the large-scale one (Case I). The Reynolds number oscillates in
the presence of temperature fluctuations as can be seen in Fig. 14. The Reynolds
number is slightly higher in Case I than in Case II at early times. Overall, the
Reynolds number decreases at the same rate in all three cases.
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Fig. 13. Temporal variation of the kinetic energy and the dissipation rate
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Fig. 14. Temporal variation of Reynolds number
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3. Small-scale flow structure
We now investigate the effect of temperature fluctuations on the geometry of the gra-
dients of velocity and thermodynamic variables. First, the variances of temperature,
pressure, and temporal velocity gradient (TVG) are investigated in Fig. 15. The
TVG is defined as a time derivative of velocity at a fixed point as follows:
∂~u
∂t
≡
(
∂ux
∂t
,
∂uy
∂t
,
∂uz
∂t
)
.
The temperature variance in Case II decays faster than in Case I, which is consistent
with the observations in the previous section. The frequency and amplitude of < p′2 >
variation is nearly twice that of < T ′2 > variation. It appears that the frequency of
TVG variance is even higher. It is also important to note that in non-isothermal cases,
the thermal fluctuations generate the TVG even though the kinetic energy decays at
the same rate as in the isothermal case. The variance of TVG is higher in Case II
than in Case I at early times. This is due to the fact that more of the thermal energy
is transferred to the kinetic energy by the action of pressure work in Case II at early
times (See Fig. 11(b)).
Now, we turn our attention to the strain-rate tensor. The eigenvalues of the
strain-rate tensor are denoted by α, β, and γ, which are ordered from the largest
to the smallest value. The eigenvalues are normalized with the root-mean square
of the eigenvalues, (α2 + β2 + γ2)1/2. The probability density function (PDF) of
the eigenvalues of the strain-rate tensor at t′ = 0.4 is plotted in Fig. 16. The
distribution of the compressive eigenvalue (γ) is affected more than that of the other
eigenvalues (α, β) in the presence of temperature fluctuations. Overall, larger ranges
of values of α and γ are seen in the non-isothermal cases. The degree of impact of
the temperature fluctuations is independent of the initial temperature length-scale in
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(a) Temperature variance
(b) Pressure variance
Fig. 15. Variance of temperature, pressure, and temporal velocity gradient
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(c) Variance of temporal velocity gradient
Fig. 15. Continued
our computations.
The effect of temperature fluctuations on the alignment of vorticity vector with
the eigenvectors of strain-rate tensor at t′ = 0.4 is shown in Fig. 17. The angles
between the vorticity vector and the eigenvectors corresponding to α, β, and γ eigen-
values are denoted by ζ1, ζ2, and ζ3. The result shows no significant change in the
alignment. This is contrary to Jaberi et al.[28], who showed that the effect of heat
release is to decrease the alignment of the vorticity vector with the intermediate eigen-
vector and to increase the alignment with the largest eigenvector. In their work, the
viscosity was allowed to change as a function of temperature. It would appear that
their observation is due to variable viscosity rather than temperature fluctuations
alone.
Next, the alignments among the vorticity vector, pressure gradient, density gra-
dient, and temperature gradient are investigated. In the isothermal case, with high
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Fig. 16. PDF of eignenvalues of strain-rate tensor (t′ = 0.4)
Fig. 17. Alignments of vorticity vector with eigenvectors of strain-rate tensor (t′ = 0.4)
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probability, the vorticity vector is perpendicular to the density, temperature, and
pressure gradients as shown in Fig. 18(a), (b), and (c). The probability of vorticity
being perpendicular to the density gradient is higher in Case I and unchanged from
the isothermal case in Case II (Fig. 18(a)). The temperature fluctuations also in-
crease the probability that the vorticity vector is perpendicular to the temperature
gradient (Fig. 18(b)). The vorticity vector is perpendicular to the temperature gra-
dient with higher probability in Case I than in Case II. However, the temperature
fluctuations make the PDF of the angle between the vorticity vector and the pressure
gradient nearly uniform as can be seen in Fig. 18(c). Thus, the pressure gradient is
not correlated with the vorticity vector in the presence of temperature fluctuations
in our simulations.
The pressure, density, and temperature gradients are preferentially aligned with
each other in the isothermal case as shown in Fig. 18(d), (e), and (f). The tem-
perature fluctuations improve the alignment of density gradient with temperature
gradient (Fig. 18(d)), whereas they tend to reduce the preferential alignment of the
pressure gradient with the density and temperature gradients (Fig. 18(e) and (f)).
Especially, the PDF of the angle between the pressure and temperature gradients
becomes nearly uniform in the presence of temperature fluctuations as can be seen in
Fig. 18(f). Overall, the large-scale temperature field (Case I) modifies the alignment
characteristics among the gradients of thermodynamic variables more than the small-
scale one (Case II). This is probably due to the fact that the large-scale dilatational
fluctuations produced in Case I dissipate slowly and therefore have longer duration
to influence flow physics. In Case II, the dilatational fluctuations are produced in the
smaller scales and they dissipate rapidly before they can have a significant effect on
the flow physics.
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(a) Density gradient & vorticity
(b) Temperature gradient & vorticity
Fig. 18. Alignments among vorticity vector and gradient vectors of thermodynamic
variables (t′ = 0.4)
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(c) Pressure gradient & vorticity
(d) Density & temperature gradient
Fig. 18. Continued
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(e) Pressure & density gradient
(f) Pressure & temperature gradient
Fig. 18. Continued
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D. Conclusions
The hybrid thermal lattice Boltzmann method (HTLBM) is employed to simulate de-
caying compressible isotropic turbulence with imposed temperature fluctuations. The
initial random velocity and temperature fields with different wave-number contents
are generated. The numerical implementation is shown to conserve energy accurately
and therefore is of high numerical fidelity.
The important findings are now summarized:
(1) The incompressible component of the velocity field appears unaffected by
the presence of temperature fluctuations. However, the compressible component of
the velocity field is profoundly affected by pressure work and dilatational dissipation
(Fig. 11).
(2) Pressure work transfers energy back and forth between kinetic and thermal
modes (Fig. 8(b), (c)). Over each transfer cycle, there is a small net flow of energy
from the thermal to kinetic modes. This net transfer from the thermal to kinetic
modes adds up to significant accumulation over the duration of the simulation (Fig.
11(b)). This energy is deposited in the large scales as dilatational velocity fluctuations
(Fig. 10(b)). The large scale dilatational fluctuations then cascade to small scales. At
the small scales, the kinetic energy is converted back to thermal energy via solenoidal
and dilatational dissipation (Fig. 10(c), (d)). As this process proceeds, the initial
large-scale thermal energy fluctuations are ultimately uniformly distributed over the
flow domain by turbulence.
(3) The amplitude and length scale of the temperature fluctuations influence the
time scale as well as the length scale of the pressure work (Fig. 8(b),(c) and Fig.
10(b)).
(4) The temporal velocity gradient (TVG) is enhanced due to the generation of
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rapidly evolving dilatational velocity field in the presence of temperature fluctuations
(Fig. 15(c)). However, this does not appear to affect the turbulence cascade, as the
kinetic energy decays at the same rate as in the isothermal case.
(5) The alignments among vorticity vector and the gradients of pressure, density
and temperature are altered by temperature fluctuations. Especially, the pressure
gradient tends to be uncorrelated with the vorticity vector as well as with the density
and temperature gradients in the presence of temperature fluctuations (Fig. 18(c),
(e), and (f)).
This chapter shows that LBM can be a viable tool for simulating compressible
turbulence with thermal field. However, the hybrid thermal LBM, in the current
form, is limited to low Mach number flow. We will examine the small-scale structure
at higher turbulent Mach numbers later in the dissertation.
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CHAPTER V
RETURN-TO-ISOTROPY OF DECAYING ANISOTROPIC COMPRESSIBLE
TURBULENCE IN THE PRESENCE OF TEMPERATURE FLUCTUATIONS
A. Introduction
Turbulence is a complicated three dimensional flow phenomenon encompassing a wide
range of length and time scales. In general, turbulent energy is produced in the large
scales by the action of mean velocity gradients. It is then redistributed among various
Reynolds stress components by the action of pressure as it cascades down to small
scales. At the final stage of the turbulence life-cycle, the turbulent kinetic energy
dissipates into heat in small scales due to the action of molecular viscosity. Thus,
fundamental knowledge of turbulent energy redistribution and its cascading properties
is crucial for understanding turbulence physics. The simple case of return-to-isotropy
of initially anisotropic decaying turbulence is an excellent venue for studying the
non-linear redistributive action of pressure in isolation.
In compressible flows, the return-to-isotropy process is more complicated than
in incompressible flows, due to the complications introduced by the activation of the
thermal energy mode. In high speed flows (with high level of viscous heating) and
flows with strong exothermic reactions, we can expect large temperature fluctuations
and consequently, a great degree of thermal influence on fundamental turbulence pro-
cesses such as return-to-isotropy. The goal of this study is to examine the return-to-
isotropy process in an initially anisotropic turbulence field with imposed temperature
fluctuations.
For incompressible turbulence, Rotta(1951) first proposed a linear model for
return-to-isotropy: the rate of return-to-isotropy is linearly proportional to the degree
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of anisotropy [4]. Rotta’s model has been used to represent slow pressure-strain
correlation in numerous turbulence models and has been proven to predict many
shear flows well. However, Rotta’s model does not account for the correct energy
redistribution when the flow field is strongly anisotropic. Furthermore, experiments
show that the Rotta’s constant depends on the type of flow field. In order to overcome
this shortcoming of the linear model, Lumley and Newman [52] propose a model of
return-to-isotropy that is a function of both the Reynolds number and the degree of
anisotropy. Experiments by Gence and Mathieu [53], Choi and Lumley [54], and Le
Penven et al. [55] show that return-to-isotropy is slower for the flow with a positive
third invariant of anisotropy than the flow with a negative third invariant. Chung and
Kim [56] reveal that return-to-isotropy depends on Reynolds number, and turbulence
tends toward an axisymmetric state with a positive third invariant. Choi and Lumley
[57] confirm that the turbulence first relaxes to an axisymmetric state as it ultimately
tends toward an isotropic state. Further, it has been shown that the return-to-isotropy
is much slower for turbulence with a greater third invariant of the anisotropy tensor.
They also developed a turbulence model, which incorporates the effects of Reynolds
number on the rate of return-to-isotropy. For more information about incompressible
return-to-isotropy and its modeling, see [4].
There have been some important efforts to understand the return-to-isotropy of
compressible turbulence. Sarkar et al. [18] analyze the compressible Navier-Stokes
equation in low Mach-number asymptotic limit and find that the ratio between di-
latational kinetic energy and fluctuating potential energy (root mean square of pres-
sure fluctuations) exhibits interesting behavior with important modeling implications.
Their work involves low-to-moderate turbulent Mach numbers and does not account
for large temperature fluctuations typical of high enthalpy flows. Ristorcelli [58] de-
composes the pressure dilatation and the dilatational dissipation into slow and rapid
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parts. He finds that the slow pressure dilatation scales with the square of turbulent
Mach number, 〈pd〉s ∼ M2t ε, where Mt is the turbulent Mach number and ε is the
dissipation rate, and the dilatational dissipation scales with
M4t
Rt
, where Rt is the tur-
bulent Reynolds number, Rt =
4k2
9εν
. Crespo et al. [21] perform DNS with various
anisotropic compressible fields and confirm that axisymmetric turbulence with a pos-
itive third invariant returns to isotropy slower than the case with a negative third
invariant.
As mentioned earlier, the objective of this study is to examine the effects of large
temperature fluctuations on the return-to-isotropy process. The initial anisotropic
solenoidal velocity field is exposed to large temperature fluctuations which gener-
ate dilatational fluctuations. In the return-to-isotropy process, following questions
are raised: How does the fluctuating internal energy affect the return-to-isotropy of
solenoidal fluctuations? What are the features of dilatational fluctuations? (How
does the dilatational kinetic energy scale? Is there equipartition between fluctuat-
ing internal energy and dilatational kinetic energy? Is the dilatational fluctuations
anisotropic?) How much of fluctuating internal energy is converted to dilatational ki-
netic energy by pressure dilatation? Clearly, several factors influence the turbulence
evolution and we identify three key parameters: turbulent Mach number, ratio of
initial fluctuating internal energy to turbulent kinetic energy, and ratio of fluctuating
to mean internal energy. We use the gas kinetic method (GKM) for our simulations.
Details of the scheme were discussed in Chapter III.
B. Initial velocity field
To highlight the return-to-isotropy process, we start with a turbulence field that is ini-
tially entirely two componential. In other words, initially the kinetic energy is equally
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divided among two components of Reynolds stress and the third component is zero
(〈u1u1〉 = 〈u2u2〉 = k ; 〈u3u3〉 = 0). The fluctuations, although two-componential,
can vary in all three directions. Such a fluctuation field is called a 2C3D initial field.
The 2C3D axisymmetric solenoidal turbulence is obtained as follows:
Step (1): Generate a two-component velocity vector field (~u) in physical space
using a random number generator, and set the third component to zero (third compo-
nent can be assigned arbitrarily as determined at Step (4) to satisfy the incompressible
condition and two-componentiality constraint).
Step (2): Transform the velocity field into Fourier space (~ˆu).
Step (3): Determine the solenoidal velocity amplitude from the solenoidal veloc-
ity condition:
~ˆu
I
= ~ˆu− ~κ ~κ ·
~ˆu
κ2
, (5.1)
where ~ˆu and ~κ denote the velocity amplitude vector and the wave number vector in
Fourier space; ~ˆu
I
is the projection vector of velocity amplitude perpendicular to the
wave number vector, which is a purely incompressible turbulence field. This generates
a non-zero third component, since ~κ(~κ · ~ˆu)/κ2 yields a residual in the third direction.
Thus, simply assigning zero to the third component in the physical space will not
ensure a two-component axisymmetric field.
Step (4): To ensure two-componentiality, we enforce uˆIz = 0 in Eq.(5.1). Then,
we get the value of the third component amplitude (uˆz) in Fourier space, given the
first two components (uˆx and uˆy), as follows:
uˆz = κz
κxuˆx + κyuˆy
κ2
/(
1− κz κz
κ2
)
. (5.2)
When κ2(= κxκx + κyκy + κzκz) = κzκz, uˆz is set to zero since any arbitrary value
for uˆz can satisfy the solenoidal condition.
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Step (5): uˆz as well as uˆx and uˆy are used to calculate solenoidal velocity ampli-
tude fields from Eq.(5.1).
Step (6): To impose the required energy spectrum for the turbulence field, we
use [46]
~ˆu
I
= c ~ˆu
I
√
E(κ) , (5.3)
where
E(κ) = 0.057κ4e−0.14κ
2
. (5.4)
In the above equations, κ is the magnitude of wave number vector (κ = |~κ|) and c
is an arbitrary constant. The obtained velocity fields have zero value for the third
component.
Step (7): By transforming the calculated amplitude vectors into the physical
space, we obtain a solenoidal two-component three-dimensional (2C3D) axisymmetric
turbulence field.
C. Simulation parameters
The simulation parameters are the turbulent Mach number Mt, the initial thermal
fluctuation level Tr, and the ratio of initial fluctuating internal energy to turbulent
kinetic energy φ, which are defined as
Mt =
√
u2
a
, (5.5)
Tr =
T ′rms(0)
T0
, (5.6)
φ =
T ′rms(0)
k0
. (5.7)
In the above definitions, a =
√
γRT0 is the speed of sound; T0 is the mean of the initial
temperature field; T ′rms(0) is the root mean square value of the initial temperature
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fluctuations, T − T0; and k0 is the initial turbulent kinetic energy.
Table II. Cases for return-to-isotropy simulation
Mt(0)
0.06 0.30 0.60
0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0110 0.0275 0.0275
Tr 0.0275 0.0688 0.1375
0.0550 0.1375 0.2751
0.1375 0.2751 -
0.2751 - -
All simulation cases are listed in Table II. The range of Mt is from 0.06 to 0.6
and the range of Tr is from 0.0 to 0.2751. The initial velocity field has a wave number
range of 1 - 4 in a 1283 computational domain. The initial temperature fluctuations
are three-dimensional and isotropic. The initial mean temperature T0 is 300K and the
Prandtl number is 0.7 for all cases. The specific heat ratio γ and gas constant R are
set to 1.4 and 287J/Kg ·K respectively. The dynamic viscosity µ is 4×10−4Kg/m ·s,
2 × 10−3Kg/m · s, and 4 × 10−3Kg/m · s for the initial turbulent Mach numbers of
0.06, 0.3, and 0.6 respectively. The initial Taylor-scale Reynolds number is set to 83.7
for all cases. The cell size and time step are set to 0.0002m and 1×10−7s respectively.
D. Results and discussion
1. Without temperature fluctuations
We first examine the effects of turbulent Mach number on Reynolds stresses in the
absence of temperature fluctuations. The evolutions of Reynolds stress components
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at Mt(0) = 0.06, 0.30, and 0.60 are plotted in Fig. 19. Initially, the third component
〈u3u3〉 is zero while the first two components, 〈u1u1〉 and 〈u2u2〉, are non-zero, which
represents one extreme anisotropic flow condition. 〈···〉 describes the density weighted
average of Reynolds stress component over the computational domain. Here, we
present only 〈u1u1〉 and 〈u3u3〉 since 〈u2u2〉 is statistically the same as 〈u1u1〉. The
time is normalized by the initial eddy turnover frequency, t′ = t ε0
k0
.
Fig. 19. Reynolds stress evolution in the absence of temperature fluctuations for dif-
ferent turbulent Mach numbers. Q = 〈u1u1〉 for solid symbol and Q = 〈u3u3〉
for open symbol.
In the case of Mt(0) = 0.06, Reynolds stress returns to isotropy state smoothly,
and this corresponds to the return-to-isotropy of incompressible flows. In this case, the
velocity fluctuations appear to be statistical isotropy beyond about 0.3 eddy turnover
time. As the turbulent Mach number increases to 0.30 and 0.60, even though overall
return-to-isotropy shows qualitatively the same feature as in the incompressible case
(Mt(0) = 0.06), there appears a slight decrease in the Reynolds stress evolution,
which is due to the energy subtraction from kinetic mode by pressure dilatation.
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Fig. 20. Temporal integration of pressure dilatation for different turbulent Mach num-
bers in the absence of temperature fluctuations
Fig. 21. Equipartition of compressible energy with various initial compressibility in
the absence of fluctuating internal energy (Sarkar et al. [18])
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The evolution of time integration of pressure dilatation is presented in Fig. 20.
In the figure, the acoustic time is introduced as
ta = t
a
l0
, (5.8)
where a is the speed of sound and l0 is the characteristic length of the initial velocity
field. The initial acoustic frequency, a
l0
, is 4.06 × 104s−1 for all cases. As seen in
the figure, pressure dilatation is barely generated for the case with a turbulent Mach
number of 0.06. As the turbulent Mach number increases to 0.3 and 0.6, the pres-
sure dilatation decreases, which means that energy is transferred from the kinetic to
internal modes.
In the absence of temperature fluctuations, Sarkar et al. [18] show the equiparti-
tion between fluctuating internal energy and dilatational kinetic energy from various
initial compressibility flows (Fig. 21). Now we will investigate these issues in the
presence of temperature fluctuations.
2. Return-to-isotropy with temperature fluctuations
Temperature fluctuations complicate the return-to-isotropy by introducing strong os-
cillatory behavior as seen in Fig. 22. Temperature fluctuations increase all Reynolds
stress components. The increments of Reynolds stress are due to the dilatational field
generated by temperature fluctuations (as shown later in this section). Despite the
introduction of dilatational fluctuations, the time over which the flow field returns to
isotropy is approximately the same as in the case without temperature fluctuations.
In the high turbulent Mach number case (Mt(0) = 0.60), the increase of Reynolds
stress is small as the initial fluctuating internal energy is small compared to the ini-
tial turbulent kinetic energy in this study. This suggests that the ratio of fluctuating
internal energy to turbulent kinetic energy is an important parameter to measure the
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(a) Mt(0) = 0.06
(b) Mt(0) = 0.30
Fig. 22. Reynolds stress evolution of total velocity field in eddy turnover time.
Q = 〈u1u1〉 for solid symbol and Q = 〈u3u3〉 for open symbol.
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(c) Mt(0) = 0.60
Fig. 22. Continued
effect of thermal fluctuations on compressible turbulence.
a. Solenoidal velocity field
The next step is to decompose the velocity field into solenoidal and dilatational fluctu-
ations. In each time step of simulations, the velocity field is decomposed in the Fourier
space according to incompressible and compressible flow conditions. The evolution of
Reynolds stresses of the solenoidal field is shown in Fig. 23. Regardless of the influ-
ence of the thermal field, the Reynolds stresses of the solenoidal field collapse well on
that of the case without temperature fluctuations. For the turbulent Mach number
range of 0.06 - 0.60, temperature fluctuations do not affect the return-to-isotropy of
the solenoidal field. The inference is that the interactions between solenoidal and
dilatational fluctuations are weak since temperature fluctuations provide only the
dilatational motion and do not affect the return-to-isotropy of the solenoidal field.
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(a) Mt(0) = 0.06
(b) Mt(0) = 0.30
Fig. 23. Reynolds stress evolution of solenoidal velocity field in eddy turnover time.
Q = 〈u1u1〉 for solid symbol and Q = 〈u3u3〉 for open symbol.
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(c) Mt(0) = 0.60
Fig. 23. Continued
b. Dilatational velocity field
The evolution of the dilatational component of the Reynolds stress is shown in Fig. 24.
Without temperature fluctuations, there are no dilatational components generated in
low turbulent Mach number flows (Mt(0) = 0.06). However in high turbulent Mach
numbers (Mt(0) = 0.30, 0.60), the dilatational field is generated since the initial
solenoidal field is not balanced with thermodynamic variables.
The dilatational component of the Reynolds stress increases as temperature fluc-
tuations increase. The increase in the dilatation component, while the solenoidal
component keeps the same value, indicates that temperature fluctuations provide only
dilatational motion in the flows. Interestingly, dilatational components of Reynolds
stress do not react linearly to the magnitude of temperature fluctuations. Examining
the case withMt(0) = 0.3, for example, the facts become clear. When the temperature
fluctuations of Tr = 0.1375 are applied, the initial response in dilatational Reynolds
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(a) Mt(0) = 0.06
(b) Mt(0) = 0.30
Fig. 24. Reynolds stress evolution of dilatational velocity field in eddy turnover time.
Q = 〈u1u1〉 for solid symbol and Q = 〈u3u3〉 for open symbol.
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(c) Mt(0) = 0.60
Fig. 24. Continued
stress is around 0.02 on average. When temperature fluctuation increases two-fold
(Tr = 0.2751), the initial Reynolds stress response goes up to 0.08. This means that
there exists a quadratic relationship between dilatational kinetic energy and fluctu-
ating internal energy. One may note that dilatational fluctuations are increased by
almost an equal amount in all three directions by thermal fluctuations.
3. Pressure dilatation with temperature fluctuations
The role of pressure dilatation, in the absence of temperature fluctuations, is to trans-
fer energy from kinetic to thermal modes. In the presence of temperature fluctuations,
the pressure dilatation converts fluctuating internal energy into dilatational kinetic
energy. Fig. 25 is the time integration of pressure dilatation for different turbulent
Mach number and thermal fluctuation ratios. In the case with a turbulent Mach
number of 0.06, with a small amount of thermal fluctuations (Tr = 0.0275), pressure
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(a) Mt(0) = 0.06
(b) Mt(0) = 0.30
Fig. 25. Temporal integration of pressure dilatation for different turbulent Mach num-
bers in the presence of temperature fluctuations
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(c) Mt(0) = 0.60
Fig. 25. Continued
dilatation transfers energy from thermal to kinetic modes. However, at a turbulent
Mach number of 0.6, with a large amount of thermal fluctuations (Tr = 0.1375), pres-
sure dilatation still transfers energy from kinetic to thermal modes. In high turbulent
Mach numbers, flow field has a large amount of dilatational kinetic energy, so that
the pressure dilatation cannot convert fluctuating internal energy into dilatational
kinetic energy. Thus, the ratio of fluctuating internal energy to kinetic energy is an
important parameter to account for the thermal fluctuation effects in compressible
flows.
4. Fluctuating internal vs. dilatational kinetic energy distribution
Compressible energy is known to be equilibrated between dilatational kinetic en-
ergy and fluctuating potential energy in the absence of temperature fluctuations [18].
Then, in the presence of temperature fluctuations, does the same equipartition exist
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(a) Mt(0) = 0.06
(b) Mt(0) = 0.30
Fig. 26. The evolution of F in acoustic time
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(c) Mt(0) = 0.60
Fig. 26. Continued
between fluctuating internal energy and dilatational kinetic energy? To identify the
response of dilatational fluctuations to the fluctuating internal energy, we introduce
a non-dimensional parameter, ratio of dilatational kinetic energy to the fluctuating
pressure square, such that [18]
F =
2kd
p′2c
ργp , (5.9)
where kd is dilatational kinetic energy; p
′
c is the compressible component of pressure
fluctuations; ρ is mean density; and p is mean pressure. Sarkar et al. [18] showed
F ' 1 via an asymptotic analysis in low turbulent Mach numbers and DNS for
Mt < 0.5. In Fig. 26, the non-dimensional parameter, F , is calculated in an acoustic
time scale for the various thermal fluctuation levels in three different turbulent Mach
numbers. In all cases, the equilibrium value, F ' 1, is obtained in an acoustic
time scale. Thus, in the presence of temperature fluctuations, flow field achieves
equipartition between fluctuating internal energy and dilatational kinetic energy.
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(a) 〈u1u1〉 component
(b) 〈u3u3〉 component
Fig. 27. Dilatational field Reynolds stress normalized by the current pressure fluctua-
tions at Mt(0) = 0.06
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(a) 〈u1u1〉 component
(b) 〈u3u3〉 component
Fig. 28. Dilatational field Reynolds stress normalized by the current pressure fluctua-
tions at Mt(0) = 0.30
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(a) 〈u1u1〉 component
(b) 〈u3u3〉 component
Fig. 29. Dilatational field Reynolds stress normalized by the current pressure fluctua-
tions at Mt(0) = 0.60
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To study the effect of thermal fluctuations on each component of Reynolds stress,
we introduce a non-dimensional parameter:
Fii =
〈uiui〉d
p′2c
ργp , (5.10)
where 〈uiui〉d is the dilatational component of Reynolds stress; i = 1, 2, 3; and the
repeated subscript does not represent summation here. The evolution of F11 and
F33 is plotted for different Mach numbers in Figs. 27, 28 and 29. The equilibrium
state of each component, F11 ≈ F22 ≈ F33 ≈ 13 , is obtained in all cases. This is
another evidence that temperature fluctuations provide dilatational motion equally
in all three directions and the resulting dilatational fluctuations are isotropic.
To quantify the response of the dilatational component of Reynolds stress, it is
normalized with the initial pressure fluctuations. First, the dilatational component
generated by the velocity field itself is subtracted in order to isolate the temperature
fluctuation effect. Then the dilatational component of 〈uiui〉 is normalized by the
mean square of initial pressure fluctuations as follows:
∆F 0ii =
〈uiui〉Tr − 〈uiui〉Tr=0
(p′c(t = 0))
2
ργp , (5.11)
where the subscripts, Tr and Tr = 0, represent the case with and without thermal
fluctuations respectively. The repeated subscript does not represent summation here.
The evolution of ∆F 011 and ∆F
0
33 is plotted in Figs. 30, 31, and 32. The nor-
malized dilatational components of Reynolds stress, ∆F 011 and ∆F
0
33, collapse well
with the different thermal fluctuation cases at Mt(0) = 0.06 and Mt(0) = 0.30. This
confirms that the initial response of dilatational motion can be scaled with the initial
temperature fluctuation level. In high temperature fluctuation level (Tr = 0.2751),
∆F 011 and ∆F
0
33 start to deviate from the other cases in time. This deviation comes
from dilatational dissipation, which is large in high temperature fluctuation cases
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(a) 〈u1u1〉 component
(b) 〈u3u3〉 component
Fig. 30. Dilatational field Reynolds stress normalized by the initial pressure fluctua-
tions at Mt(0) = 0.06
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(a) 〈u1u1〉 component
(b) 〈u3u3〉 component
Fig. 31. Dilatational field Reynolds stress normalized by the initial pressure fluctua-
tions at Mt(0) = 0.30
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(a) 〈u1u1〉 component
(b) 〈u3u3〉 component
Fig. 32. Dilatational field Reynolds stress normalized by the initial pressure fluctua-
tions at Mt(0) = 0.60
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and subtracts energy from kinetic to internal modes. This feature can be explicitly
explained with the evolution of pressure dilatation later in this section. For a tur-
bulent Mach number of 0.6, the amount of initial temperature fluctuations are small
compared to the given turbulent kinetic energy. Thus the dilatational components of
Reynolds stress have more saturation than the low turbulent Mach number cases due
to the numerical truncation error. It should be noted that even for different turbulent
Mach numbers, ∆F 011 and ∆F
0
33 tend to have a universal value.
Dilatational fluctuations are generated via pressure dilatation. In general, in
the presence of temperature fluctuations, pressure dilatation converts the fluctuating
internal energy into dilatational kinetic energy. To identify the amount of energy
transferred, we introduce a non-dimensional parameter, ∆G0, which describes the
ratio of the time integral value of the pressure dilatation to the initial pressure fluc-
tuations as follows:
∆G0 =
∫ t
0 (〈pd〉Tr − 〈pd〉Tr=0) dτ
(p′c(t = 0))
2
ργp , (5.12)
where 〈pd〉 represents the domain average of pressure dilatation. Figs. 33, 34 and 35
show the evolution of ∆G0 for various turbulent Mach numbers and thermal fluctua-
tion levels. Interestingly, ∆G0 converges to a constant value for each turbulent Mach
number. This confirms that the pressure dilatation scales with the mean square of
initial fluctuating pressure. In our study, the initial fluctuating pressure comes from
the temperature fluctuations. Thus, there exists a similar scaling between the in-
tegral of pressure dilatation and temperature fluctuations as well. Combined with
dilatational dissipation, the pressure dilatation determines the amount of dilatational
fluctuations in the flows.
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(a) At early times
(b) At later times
Fig. 33. Integrated pressure dilatation normalized by the initial pressure fluctuations
at Mt(0) = 0.06
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(a) At early times
(b) At later times
Fig. 34. Integrated pressure dilatation normalized by the initial pressure fluctuations
at Mt(0) = 0.30
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(a) At early times
(b) At later times
Fig. 35. Integrated pressure dilatation normalized by the initial pressure fluctuations
at Mt(0) = 0.60
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E. Conclusions
Direct numerical simulations of decaying anisotropic compressible turbulence are per-
formed using the Boltzmann BGK equation based gas kinetic method (GKM). The
initial anisotropic velocity field is generated satisfying the incompressible flow con-
ditions in Fourier space, but it has high amplitude fluctuations, facilitating high
turbulent Mach number flows. Further, three dimensional isotropic temperature fluc-
tuations are applied to study the thermal effects on the return-to-isotropy of Reynolds
stress. The important findings are:
(1) Temperature fluctuations provide only dilatational motion in the flows: equal
amounts of kinetic energy are added into all three components of Reynolds stress. In
the absence of temperature fluctuations, pressure dilatation transfers energy from ki-
netic and thermal modes and the amount of energy transfer increases as turbulent
Mach number increases. In the presence of temperature fluctuations, pressure dilata-
tion tends to transfer energy from thermal to kinetic mode but it depends on the
ratio of fluctuating internal energy to dilatational kinetic energy.
(2) Heat release does not change the Reynolds stress evolution of solenoidal field
for the turbulent Mach number range of 0.06 - 0.6 and the thermal fluctuation level
up to 0.27. The interactions between the dilatational and solenoidal fluctuations are
negligible for the same range of turbulent Mach numbers and thermal fluctuation
levels.
(3) Equipartition of the initial fluctuating internal energy is achieved in an acous-
tic time scale. Dilatational kinetic energy scales with the mean square of fluctuating
pressure in the presence of thermal fluctuations. Isotropic temperature fluctuations
generate isotropic dilatational fluctuations.
(4) The energy deposited by pressure dilatation is proportional to the mean
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square of the initial fluctuating pressure, which leads to a similar relationship be-
tween dilatational kinetic energy and fluctuating internal energy at early times. The
dilatational dissipation removes energy from the dilatational motion and the relation-
ship weakens.
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CHAPTER VI
EFFECT OF COMPRESSIBILITY ON TURBULENT VELOCITY GRADIENTS
AND SMALL-SCALE STRUCTURE
A. Introduction
Velocity gradient dynamics and small-scale structure hold the key to understanding
many important turbulence processes such as cascade dynamics, scalar mixing, ma-
terial element deformation and intermittency. The alignment between vorticity and
strain-rate eigenvectors determines the extent of vortex stretching which is a crucial
element of cascade dynamics. It is also well known that scalar gradients align with
the most compressive strain-rate eigenvector. Material line elements tend to align
along the most extensive strain-rate eigen direction.
In incompressible turbulence, Ashurst et al. [59] examine the probability of align-
ment between vorticity and strain-rate eigenvectors and the distribution of strain-rate
eigenvalues. They find that the vorticity preferentially aligns with an intermediate
strain-rate eigenvector and the most probable strain-rate eigenvalues are of ratio
3 : 1 : −4, which means that flow structures are generally sheet-like. The small-
scale vortex structure is first visualized from direct numerical simulations (DNS) of
isotropic incompressible turbulence by She et al. [60]. They find that strongest vortex
structures are intermittent and typically tube-like, and moderate amplitude vortex
structures are sheet-like. Kalelkar [61] investigates the orientation among vorticity,
velocity, pressure gradient, strain-rate eigenvectors, and eigenvectors of pressure Hes-
sian tensor.
Erlebacher and Sarkar [20] study the velocity gradient structure in compressible
homogeneous shear turbulence. They find that the solenoidal part of strain rate has
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the same distribution of eigenvalues (3 : 1 : −4) as in incompressible turbulence.
However, the distribution of dilatational strain-rate eigenvalues is quite different. In
the regions of strong dilatation, the flow forms a sheet-like structure on the plane
perpendicular to the shear. Kosovic et al. [62] perform large eddy simulations of
compressible turbulence and study various statistics including alignment of vorticity
with strain-rate eigenvectors at a turbulent Mach number of 0.4 and find no significant
changes from incompressible turbulence.
Compressible flow velocity-gradient studies undertaken so far show little change
in flow structure from incompressible results due to two important factors: (i) at the
turbulent Mach number levels considered, dilatational component of fluctuations is
quite small; and (ii) the effects of positive and negative dilatations could possibly
be opposite of one another, leaving the most probable behavior nearly unchanged.
Therefore, the best manner to assess the effects of compressibility is to examine the
velocity gradient dynamics and small-scale structure conditioned on a given value of
dilatation. We demonstrate that, irrespective of the Mach number of the flow, the
velocity-gradient structure conditioned on a given value of normalized dilatation is
statistically nearly self-similar. The role of the Mach number is merely to modify the
intensity and distribution of dilatation.
The objective of this chapter is to investigate the velocity-gradient structure con-
ditioned on different dilatation levels. The dilatation effects on velocity gradients are
examined using DNS of decaying isotropic turbuelnce at various Mach numbers. The
gas kinetic method (GKM) detailed in Chapter III is employed for the simulations.
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section B, the param-
eters of the various simulations are given. In Section C, we investigate the effects of
turbulent Mach number and Reynolds number on velocity gradients. In Section D,
the velocity gradient behavior conditioned on dilatation level is examined. Summary
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and conclusions are presented in Section E.
B. Simulation parameters
The most important simulation parameters are the Taylor-scale Reynolds number
and the turbulent Mach number, which are defined as
Reλ =
√
20
3εν
k , (6.1)
Mt =
√
u2
a
, (6.2)
where a =
√
γRT is the speed of sound; k is turbulent kinetic energy; ε is the
turbulent energy dissipation rate; and ν is kinematic viscosity. All simulation cases
considered in this study are listed in Table III. The initial turbulent Mach number
ranges from 0.059 to 0.885 and the initial Taylor-scale Reynolds number is set to 55.6
and 110.5. The computational domain is a 2563 box and periodic boundary condition
is applied in all directions. The wave number contents of the initial velocity field is
in the range κ(0) = 1 ∼ 8. The initial density and temperature are set to constant
values of ρ0 = 1.0Kg/m
3 and T0 = 300K respectively. The grid size and time step
are set to ∆x = 1.0× 10−4m and ∆t = 2.0× 10−8s. The gas constant, specific heat
ratio, and Prandtl number are R = 287J/Kg ·K, Pr = 0.7, and γ = 1.4 respectively.
Table III. Simulation cases for decaying isotropic compressible turbulence
Simulation cases Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5
Reλ(0) 55.6 55.6 55.6 55.6 110.5
Mt(0) 0.059 0.413 0.708 0.885 0.708
µ× 10−4[Kg/m · s] 4 28 48 60 24
To analyze the small-scale structure of the flow, from each simulation, we output
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Table IV. Measured flow fields in each simulation
Simulation case t ε0
k0
Mt Reλ
Case 1 0.1967 0.05 31.7
0.3934 0.04 23.1
Case 2 0.1945 0.35 31.7
0.3890 0.28 23.4
Case 3 0.1666 0.61 31.8
0.3332 0.50 24.7
Case 4 0.1389 0.78 31.2
0.2778 0.66 25.2
Case 5 0.1319 0.60 49.4
0.2638 0.46 35.0
full velocity fields at two different times, one at the dissipation peak (highest level of
non-linearity) and the other at a later stage when viscous effects have set in. Table
IV identifies the normalized time and corresponding Reynolds and Mach numbers at
which the flow field is examined. Using the total velocity field, various turbulence
small-scale features are computed.
C. Effect of turbulent Mach number and Reynolds number
The evolution of turbulent kinetic energy and dissipation rate are shown in Figs. 36
and 37. For a given Reynolds number, Reλ(0) = 55.6, the evolution of kinetic energy
and dissipation rate do not show significant differences for four different turbulent
Mach numbers. The dependence on Reynolds number is, however, evident as in
incompressible turbulence.
We next investigate the strain-rate eigenvalue distribution at different Reynolds
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Fig. 36. Kinetic energy evolution for different turbulent Mach numbers and Reynolds
numbers
Fig. 37. Dissipation rate for different turbulent Mach numbers and Reynolds numbers
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(a) Mt(0) = 0.059
(b) Mt(0) = 0.413
Fig. 38. Strain-rate eigenvalues at different turbulent Mach numbers (Reλ(0) = 55.6)
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(c) Mt(0) = 0.708
(d) Mt(0) = 0.885
Fig. 38. Continued
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Fig. 39. Strain-rate eigenvalues in higher Reynolds number flows (Reλ(0) = 110.5,
Mt(0) = 0.708)
and Mach numbers. The strain-rate eigenvalues indicate the nature of self-straining
of small-scale turbulence [63]. The strain-rate tensor magnitude is important since
it represents the rate of turbulent energy cascade and the tendency toward inter-
mittency. In Fig. 38, the distributions of eigenvalues are plotted for four cases in
Reλ(0) = 55.6. The eigenvalues are normalized with the root-mean square of all
eigenvalues. For the case with a turbulent Mach number of 0.059 (Fig. 38(a)), the
distribution of eigenvalues is nearly the same as in incompressible turbulence (see
[59]). The eigenvalues are distributed widely for high turbulent Mach numbers (Figs.
38(b), 38(c) and 38(d)), while the probabilities of eigenvalues’ peak are decreased.
However, the most probable eigenvalues do not seem to change at high turbulent
Mach numbers. The Reynolds number effects on the eigenvalue distribution are stud-
ied in Fig. 38(c) and Fig. 39. The statistics of strain-rate eigenvalues does not depend
on the Reynolds number for Reλ = 55.6− 110.5.
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(a) Mt(0) = 0.059
(b) Mt(0) = 0.413
Fig. 40. Alignment of vorticity with strain-rate eigenvectors at different turbulent
Mach numbers (Reλ(0) = 55.6)
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(c) Mt(0) = 0.708
(d) Mt(0) = 0.885
Fig. 40. Continued
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Fig. 41. Alignment of vorticity with strain-rate eigenvectors in higher Reynolds num-
ber flows (Reλ(0) = 110.5, Mt(0) = 0.708)
The alignment of vorticity vector with strain-rate eigenvectors are important
because it describes how turbulence effectively cascades down to small scales. The
alignment determines whether vortices experience stretching or compression [63]. The
vorticity is known to align well with the intermediate strain-rate eigenvector in in-
compressible flows [59]. We show similar results for low turbulent Mach numbers
(Mt(0) = 0.059) in Fig. 40(a). The alignment statistics do not change in higher
turbulent Mach numbers (Fig. 40(b), 40(c), and 40(d)). However, the alignment
of vorticity with the intermediate strain-rate eigenvector becomes stronger at high
Reynolds number, as seen in Fig. 40(c) and Fig. 41.
Turbulence has strong intermittent behavior in dissipation scales. The statistics
of turbulence deviate from Gaussian distribution, which indicates that a strong co-
herent flow structure exists in the scale [60]. Now, we examine the effect of turbulent
Mach number on the coherence of small-scale structure. The small-scale structure
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(a) Mt(0) = 0.059
(b) Mt(0) = 0.413
Fig. 42. Longitudinal velocity difference distribution at different turbulent Mach num-
bers (Reλ(0) = 55.6)
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(c) Mt(0) = 0.708
(d) Mt(0) = 0.885
Fig. 42. Continued
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Fig. 43. Longitudinal velocity difference distribution in high Reynolds number flows
(Reλ(0) = 110.5, Mt(0) = 0.708)
can be seen in velocity difference statistics [64]. Longitudinal velocity difference is
defined as
δu ≡ (u(~r + d~r)− u(~r)) · d~r|d~r| , (6.3)
which shows a two point correlation along the velocity vector direction. The proba-
bility distributions of longitudinal velocity difference are shown in Figs. 42 and 43,
where the velocity difference is normalized by its variance σu.
For the case with a turbulent Mach number of 0.06, the distribution of longitu-
dinal velocity difference is studied with various separation dr in (Fig. 42(a)). The
distribution has significant amounts of tail pocket in dr = 0.0001, which is non-
Gaussian distribution and indicates a strong intermittent behavior of turbulence at
the scale. As the separation increases, the distribution of longitudinal velocity dif-
ference approaches Gaussian distribution, which means that there is no correlation
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between the two points and it follows Kolmogorov’s universal law. As the turbulent
Mach number increases (Figs. 42(b), 42(c), and 42(d)), the tail pocket increases
in small scales which means that flow field has stronger coherent structure in the
scales in high turbulent Mach numbers. Thus, modeling compressible turbulence us-
ing one point closure may not give better results than for incompressible turbulence.
The effects of Reynolds number on turbulence intermittency is not apparent for the
Reynolds number range of 55.6 and 110.5 (Figs. 42(c) and 43).
D. Effect of dilatation
The dilatational field is known to be one of the most distinct flow features in com-
pressible flows. The dilatation distribution is investigated for different turbulent Mach
numbers in Fig. 44. It should be noted that all statistics are measured at the cascade
peak and beyond so that the non-linear processes are fully in effect. To identify the
relative dilatational levels, normalized dilatation, d, is defined as
d =
∂ui
∂xi(
∂ul
∂xm
∂ul
∂xm
)1/2 , (6.4)
where repeated indices represent summation. The normalized dilatation, d, mathe-
matically ranges from −√3 to √3.
In low turbulent Mach numbers (Fig. 44(a)), the dilatation exhibits only small
departures from zero. As the turbulent Mach number increases, the non-zero dilata-
tion levels increase significantly. For a turbulent Mach number of 0.35 (Fig. 44(b)),
the extreme values of dilatation distribution approach 1.5 and −1.6, which are near
the mathematical maximum (or minimum) values (±√3) of dilatation. Non-zero di-
latation continues to increase while the peak of the distribution (at d = 0) decreases
for higher turbulent Mach numbers (Fig. 44(c) and 44(d)). This confirms that the
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(a) Mt(0) = 0.059
(b) Mt(0) = 0.413
Fig. 44. Dilatation distribution at different turbulent Mach numbers (Reλ(0) = 55.6)
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(c) Mt(0) = 0.708
(d) Mt(0) = 0.885
Fig. 44. Continued
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Fig. 45. Dilatation distribution in higher Reynolds number flows (Reλ(0) = 110.5,
Mt(0) = 0.708)
high turbulent Mach number flows have a significant amount of non-zero dilatation,
even though the average of dilatation distribution or the most probable dilatation is
the same as the incompressible flows. From these results we infer that the average
quantities (or most probable quantities) may not be useful in specifying the com-
pressible flows. To see the effect of Reynolds number on the dilatation distribution,
the Reynolds number is increased in Fig. 45 with the same initial velocity fields as
in Fig. 44(c). It is seen that the Reynolds number does not have significant influence
on the dilatation distribution.
The most probable dilatation and eigenvalues do not change as the turbulent
Mach number increases (Figs. 44 and 38). At the turbulent Mach number levels
considered, dilatational component of fluctuations is quite small, and the effects of
positive and negative dilatations could possibly be opposite of one another, leaving
the most probable behavior nearly unchanged. Then, the role of dilatation is an
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Table V. Range and Number of sample for each dilatation level, d, at t′ = 0.1389
(Mt = 0.78, Reλ = 31.2) in Case 4
Median value of d Range of d Number of sample
-1.7 d < −1.60 54
-1.4 −1.45 < d < −1.35 3,725
-1.0 −1.05 < d < −0.95 108,741
-0.5 −0.51 < d < −0.49 96,626
0.0 −0.01 < d < 0.01 401,321
0.5 0.49 < d < 0.51 133,926
1.0 0.95 < d < 1.05 83,955
1.4 1.35 < d < 1.45 8,962
1.7 1.60 < d 207
important issue in small-scale structure of turbulence. Therefore, to study compress-
ible turbulence, one must look at the flow characteristics as a function of dilatation
level [12]. The velocity field at t′ = 0.1389 of simulation case 4 (Reλ(0) = 55.6 and
Mt(0) = 0.885) is selected to study the dependence of flow statistics on dilatation
level, d. Nine groups are selected as a representation of the range of dilatation level
from -1.7 to 1.7. The median value, band width, and number of the sample are given
in Table V.
The distributions of eigenvalues are plotted for different dilatation levels in Fig.
46. Overall, as the dilatation level increases, the distribution of eigenvalues increases.
The intermediate eigenvalue β increases monotonically as the dilatation level increases
from minimum to maximum value. However, it is not monotonic for the largest and
smallest eigenvalues. Around the extreme negative dilatation level (d = −1.7), the
smallest eigenvalue γ decreases even though the dilatation d increases. Its peak
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(a) d = −1.7
(b) d = −1.4
Fig. 46. Strain-rate eigenvalues at different dilatation levels
(Reλ(0) = 55.6, Mt(0) = 0.885)
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(c) d = −1.0
(d) d = −0.5
Fig. 46. Continued
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(e) d = 0.0
(f) d = 0.5
Fig. 46. Continued
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(g) d = 1.0
(h) d = 1.4
Fig. 46. Continued
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(i) d = 1.7
Fig. 46. Continued
reaches γ = −1.0 at d = −1.0. At d = −1.0 (Fig. 46(c)), the largest eigenvalue α is
relatively negligible and the flow structure experiences two-dimensional compression.
But as already acknowledged, for extreme negative values of d, all three eigenvalues
approach each other and the flow experiences nearly isotropic compression as seen in
Fig. 46(a).
The distribution of eigenvalues conditioned on d = 0 is the same as that of
incompressible turbulence (Fig. 46(e)). As we increase the dilatation level, d, to
positive values, the largest eigenvalue α has a trend similar to the smallest eigenvalue
γ in the negative dilatation level. The largest eigenvalue α increases as the dilatation
level, d, increases, and the peak of the largest eigenvalue α reaches around α = 1.0
at d = 1.0 (Fig. 46(g)). At d = 1, the expansion is much stronger in the largest
and intermediate strain-rate directions than in the smallest strain-rate direction, and
flow field experiences two-dimensional expansion. As the dilatation level increases
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(a) Three-dimensional isotropic ex-
pansion in positive extreme dilata-
tion region (d = 1.7)
(b) Three-dimensional isotropic
compression in negative extreme
dilatation region (d = −1.7)
(c) Two-dimensional expansion in
positive intermediate dilatation re-
gion (d = 1.0)
(d) Two-dimensional compression
in negative intermediate dilatation
region (d = −1.0)
Fig. 47. Deformation of small-scale structure in compressible flows
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further to the extreme positive value (d = 1.7), the most probable value of the largest
eigenvalue α decreases and approaches the intermediate and smallest eigenvalues (β
and γ). At the positive extreme value of dilatation level (d = 1.7), the smallest
eigenvalue γ is positive and the flow experiences nearly isotropic expansion (Fig.
46(i)).
Thus, it can be confirmed that at the extreme dilatation levels, either positive
or negative, flow tends to expand or contract isotropically, which does not change
the flow structure significantly as seen in Figs. 47(a) and 47(b). But at intermediate
dilatation levels (d = 1.0 or −1.0), flow field undergoes two-dimensional expansion or
compression, which leads to radical changes in flow structure, as seen in Figs. 47(c)
and 47(d). Thus, we confirm that the small-scale structure of turbulence strongly
depends on the dilatation level.
The alignment of vorticity with strain-rate eigenvectors are studied with the
condition on dilatation level. The effect of dilatation is obvious in the alignment of
vorticity with strain-rate eigenvectors as seen in Fig. 48. The intermediate strain-
rate eigenvector is well aligned with vorticity at a low dilatation level. Especially
at d = 0, the alignment characteristics agree well with that of incompressible flows
[59]. As the dilatation level, d, increases or decreases, flow field loses its alignment
characteristics dramatically, as seen in Fig. 48(c) and 48(e). This confirms that in
the strong dilatation region, the vorticity field is weak, leading to random distribution
of alignment of vorticity with the other vectors including strain-rate eigenvectors at
high dilatation levels.
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(a) d = −1.4
(b) d = −1.0
Fig. 48. Alignment of vorticity with strain-rate eigenvectors at different dilatation lev-
els (Reλ(0) = 55.6, Mt(0) = 0.885)
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(c) d = −0.5
(d) d = 0.0
Fig. 48. Continued
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(e) d = 0.5
(f) d = 1.0
Fig. 48. Continued
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(g) d = 1.4
Fig. 48. Continued
E. Conclusions
The small-scale structure of compressible turbulence is studied using the gas kinetic
method (GKM). The simulation parameters are the turbulent Mach number and the
Taylor-scale Reynolds number. The initial velocity field is the solenoidal isotropic
turbulence, and the initial pressure, density, and temperature fluctuations are set to
zero. The unbalanced flow field undergoes a transient state until it balances with the
thermodynamic variables. The small-scale structures are investigated at the time of
cascade peak and beyond. The important findings are:
(1) The kinetic energy and dissipation rate depend weakly on the turbulent
Mach number, but strongly on the Reynolds number. The most probable strain-
rate eigenvalues do not change as the turbulent Mach number increases. However,
the distribution of dilatation and eigenvalues change significantly depending on the
turbulent Mach number, which indicates the need for detailed study of the statistics.
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(2) Intermittent behavior of small-scale turbulence tends to increase as turbulent
Mach number increases. Thus, modeling compressible turbulence using one point
closure may not give better results than for incompressible turbulence.
(3) The flow structure strongly depends on dilatation level. It is found that
at extreme dilatation level (d = 1.7 or −1.7), flow field may experience isotropic
expansion or compression. At the intermediate dilatation level (d = 1.0 or −1.0),
flow field experiences two-dimensional expansion or compression, which deforms the
flow structure significantly. At zero dilatation level (d = 0), the flow field reveals the
same strain-rate eigenvalue distribution as in incompressible flows. The preferential
alignment between vorticity and strain-rate eigenvectors weakens in strong dilatation
region as vorticity itself starts to vanish.
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CHAPTER VII
VARIABLE TRANSPORT-COEFFICIENT EFFECTS ON DISSIPATION
PROCESSES
In aerodynamic flow over hypersonic vehicles, there exist steep temperature gradients
in the shock zones and viscous boundary layers. The temperature gradients induce
variation in transport coefficients, such as viscosity, conductivity, and diffusivity. We
study the effects of these transport-coefficient variations on velocity and scalar field
fluctuations. A Boltzmann-equation based direct numerical simulations are performed
with a binary mixture of fluids with identical densities but vastly different viscosities
and diffusivities. The initial velocity field is isotropic with each fluid occupying one-
half of the computational domain, which is a 2563 box of turbulence with Taylor-
scale Reynolds numbers of 40 and 200. We confirm the Taylor (1935) conjecture by
showing that the small scale velocity and scalar field fluctuations adjust themselves to
the imposed viscosity and diffusivity. Dissipation rates of both turbulence and scalar
field tend to be uniform over the flow domain with different transport coefficients.
This study can also be applied to a non-premixed combustion problem, where the
rate of molecular mixing depends on the scalar dissipation rate.
A. Introduction
In hypersonic flight, the flow experiences a high temperature gradient through the
shock and around the boundary layer. The steep change in temperature induces varia-
tion of fluid properties, including viscosity, conductivity, and diffusivity [1]. Viscosity
is considered to be a destruction media for turbulence field at small scales, whereas
diffusivity destroys the small scales of the scalar field. Thus, the viscosity variation
is expected to affect the turbulent energy dissipation process in the flow, which is
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critical in predicting force around the hypersonic vehicle. Similarly, the diffusivity
variation affects the mixing properties at a molecular level. In this study, we focus
on the effect of viscosity and diffusivity variations on turbulent kinetic energy and
scalar field dissipation.
Turbulence is produced at large scales by the action of mean velocity gradients
and then it cascades down to small scales due to nonlinear interactions. At the final
stage of the turbulence life-cycle, turbulent energy is dissipated at small scales by
the action of molecular viscosity [3, 4, 65]. The dissipation, at inertial scales, is
considered to be a nonlinear cascading process. It does not depend on the viscosity
but on the production rate of large scale turbulence. However, at dissipation scales,
the dissipation is influenced by viscosity as well as by the energy cascading rate.
In 1935, Taylor [66] conjectured that at high Reynolds numbers, dissipation is
considered to be an outer scale variable since it is determined by the characteristic
outer scale variables:
ε ∼ u
3
l
, (7.1)
where u is the energy containing characteristic velocity and l is the length scale of the
characteristic velocity field. Taylor’s conjecture implies that dissipation is governed
by outer scale variables even though its scale is determined by inner scale variables.
Kolmogorov [67, 68] greatly influenced turbulence study with his hypotheses (K41)
on the statistics of small scale turbulence. In the first hypothesis of similarity, he pro-
posed that at very high, but not infinite Reynolds numbers, all small-scale statistical
properties are uniquely and universally determined by the mean kinetic energy dissi-
pation rate and viscosity. In the second hypothesis of similarity, he stated that in the
limit of infinite Reynolds numbers, all small-scale statistical properties are uniquely
and universally determined only by the mean kinetic energy dissipation rate. The
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second Kolmogorov hypothesis implies that viscosity does not affect the dissipation
rate and viscosity controls the dissipation scale.
Sreenivasan [69] examined various experimental data and found that in a square-
mesh grid generated turbulence, the non-dimensional dissipation rate, εl0/u
3
0, is in-
dependent of Reynolds number for 50 < Rλ < 500, where Rλ is the Taylor-scale
Reynolds number defined as uλ/ν; λ is the Taylor micro-scale; ν is the kinematic
viscosity; ε is the mean kinetic energy dissipation rate; l is the characteristic length
scale; and u is the characteristic velocity scale. Brachet et al. [70] performed Navier-
Stokes direct numerical simulations (DNS) with a Taylor-Green vortex flow at various
Reynolds numbers (100 < Rλ < 3000). They found that the peak value of dissipation
rate changes by only 30% even though the Reynolds numbers are altered by the order
of magnitude. Frisch [64] explained the independence of viscosity from dissipation
rate with a conceptual derivation of the energy dissipation rate of a moving object.
The energy dissipation rate is a function of drag coefficient, which does not involve
viscosity at high Reynolds numbers. Thus, high Reynolds number flows have a finite
limit in energy dissipation rate irrespective of viscosity.
While Sreenivasan [69] and Brachet et al. [70] drew the conclusion from various
different experiments or simulations, we study the viscosity independence from dis-
sipation in a simulation domain with a given viscosity variation. At the same time,
the scalar field is allowed to evolve to study the effects of diffusivity variation on the
scalar field mixing properties.
B. Computational method and simulation parameters
In this study, the gas kinetic method (GKM) [42] is applied for the Boltzmann BGK
equation, and various statistics of isotropic turbulence are obtained. The solution
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from this method is known to give the same results as Navier-Stokes DNS for nearly
incompressible flows [43]. The details of the method can be found in Kerimo and
Girimaji [43]. The corresponding Navier-Stokes equation of the GKM is
∂ρ
∂t
+
∂ρuj
∂xj
= 0 ; (7.2)
∂ρui
∂t
+
∂ρuiuj
∂xj
= − ∂p
∂xi
+
∂σij
∂xj
, (7.3)
where σij = 2µsij− 23µskkδij and sij is the strain rate tensor. We do not list the energy
equation since it barely contributes to dissipation physics in nearly incompressible
flow. For a scalar field, a passive scalar diffusion equation is used:
∂φ
∂t
+
∂φuj
∂xj
= D
∂2φ
∂xj∂xj
, (7.4)
where D is the diffusivity of scalar field. Viscosity and diffusivity are also allowed to
evolve as a passive scalar. We confine our interests in nearly incompressible flow, so
that the turbulent Mach number (Mt =
√
uiui/a) of our simulations is set to 0.01.
Even though GKM is a compressible solver, the physics of incompressible turbulence
can be captured in this low turbulent Mach number flow simulation.
The computational domain is a cubic box of turbulence and consists of 16.8
million nodes (2563). The grid size and time step is 1 × 10−4m and 1 × 10−7s.
The initial velocity field is isotropic turbulence and the number of the characteristic
wave of turbulence ranges from 1 to 16 in the domain. The viscosity is initially set
to 2 × 10−5Pa · s in one half of the domain and 1 × 10−4Pa · s in the other half,
which correspond to the Taylor-scale Reynolds numbers of 200 and 40. The density,
temperature and gas constant are set to 1.0kg/m3, 300K and 287J/kgK respectively.
The Prandtl number and specific heat ratio are set to 0.7 and 1.4. The diffusivity is
initially set to 2× 10−5m2/s in one half of the domain and 1× 10−4m2/s in the other
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half.
C. Velocity field dissipation
Fig. 49. Plane averaged viscosity variation
To investigate the effect of variable viscosity on turbulence, we present the
yz−plane averaged quantities, 〈· · ·〉yz, along the x−coordinate. The viscosity varia-
tion, 〈µ〉yz, normalized by the volume averaged viscosity, 〈µ〉, is plotted in Fig. 49.
The time is normalized by the initial turbulence eddy turnover time such that t′ = t ε0
k0
.
Initially, we have five times higher viscosity in one side than in the other. Due to
diffusion and advection, the two different viscosities diffuse. But the flow domain
keeps the strong viscosity variation while other statistical properties of the flow are
investigated. In Fig. 50, we present the kinetic energy variation, which is normalized
by the initial average kinetic energy, k0. The initial kinetic energies are statistically
the same along the x−coordinate. As flow evolves, the kinetic energy in a high vis-
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Fig. 50. Plane averaged kinetic energy
cosity region becomes lower than in a low viscosity region, which means that the flow
with high viscosity dissipates more turbulent energy into heat than that with low
viscosity.
Now we examine the dissipation rate and scale. The dissipation rate, ε = 2µsijsij,
is presented in Fig. 51. The initial dissipation rate is five times higher in a high vis-
cosity region, since we set five times higher viscosity in the region with the same strain
rate, sij, along the x−coordinate. The dissipation rate tends to become uniform as
the flow evolves. In this case, after about half eddy turnover time, the dissipation rate
reflects a uniform distribution along the x−coordinate. It should be noted that the
flow field still has a vast variation of viscosity on either side during this investigation.
This confirms that the dissipation rate tends to be independent of viscosity even in
this low Reynolds number flow.
The uniform dissipation rate is obtained through the scale adjustment of the
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Fig. 51. Plane averaged dissipation rate
Fig. 52. Plane averaged strain-rate magnitude
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velocity field, as seen in the variation of the strain-rate magnitude, 〈sijsij〉yz, in Fig.
52. The higher magnitude of strain rate implies that the flow field has more small
scales in the flow. As seen in Fig. 52, the flow field generates more small scales in
the low viscosity region than in the high viscosity region. The viscosity itself is not
enough to dissipate turbulent energy in the low viscosity region, so that much more
small scale motion is generated to accommodate the low viscosity of the fluid. Thus,
we confirm that the strain rate depends on viscosity.
The turbulence scale can also be seen in the energy spectrum (Fig. 53). Two
locations in high and low viscosity regions (x = 64, 192) are selected for the energy
spectrum, which provides extreme scale difference in the flow. The initial energy
spectrums in both locations show the same scale distribution as seen in the figure.
But as flow evolves, more small scales are generated in the low viscosity region than in
the high viscosity region. To visualize the difference of turbulence scale, we present the
vorticity iso-surface in Fig. 54. The vorticity iso-surface describes how many scales
are in the domain for a given vorticity. As seen in the figure, the initial turbulence
scales are the same in all regions and the iso-vorticity surface forms a mild sphere-like
shape. But as flow evolves, the turbulence field is stretched. Especially, turbulence
in a low viscosity region generates more scales than in a high viscosity region, as seen
in the second and third figures in Fig. 54. The dissipation rate is visualized with
iso-surface in Fig. 55, where we describe the square-root of dissipation at t′ = 0.45.
It should be noted that the total area of a dissipation iso-surface is uniform along
the x−coordinate, which means uniform distribution of the dissipation rate over the
domain. From Figs. 52, 53, 54, and 55, we confirm that small scale turbulence adjusts
itself to the magnitude of viscosity in order to make the dissipation rate independent
of viscosity. Thus, the implication of Taylor’s conjecture is validated after about a
half eddy turnover time in this low Reynolds number flow simulation.
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(a)
(b)
Fig. 53. Energy spectrum at (a) low viscosity region (x = 64) and (b) high viscosity
region (x = 192). Eyz denotes the energy spectrum at a given yz−plane.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Fig. 54. Iso-surface of x−component vorticity, wx, at (a) t′ = 0.0; (b) t′ = 0.27; and
(c) t′ = 0.45. Blue and red describe the opposite sign of vorticity with the
same magnitude(wx = −5000 and 5000).
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Fig. 55. Iso-surface of the dissipation rate square-root,
√
µsij, at t
′ = 0.45. The green
and red denote the same magnitude but opposite sign (
√
µsij = −30 and 30).
Fig. 56. Comparison of two simulations with variable viscosity and corresponding con-
stant viscosity
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The alignment between vorticity and strain rate eigenvector is known to play
an important role in vortex stretching, which accelerates the energy cascading pro-
cess. However, the alignment is not altered much with viscosity variations in low or
moderate Reynolds number flow simulations (figures are not shown here).
To see whether one could use an averaged constant viscosity model for variable
viscosity flows, we simulate the same flow field with a constant viscosity corresponding
to the average of variable viscosity. In Fig. 56, the volume average of the kinetic
energy and dissipation rate are presented. The dissipation rate is higher in constant
viscosity flow than in variable viscosity flow at early times before a half eddy turnover
time. But after about a half eddy turnover time, the two methods give nearly the
same dissipation rate.
D. Scalar field dissipation
The effects of variable diffusivity on scalar field dissipation are investigated. The
diffusivity variation, 〈D〉yz, normalized by the volume averaged viscosity, 〈D〉, is
plotted in Fig. 57. Initially, we have five times higher diffusivity in one side than in
the other. The diffusivity is allowed to diffuse itself. However, the flow domain keeps
the steep diffusivity variation while we investigate other statistical properties of the
flow.
Now, the scalar field dissipation rate and scale are studied. The scalar field
dissipation rate, εφ = 2Dφiφi, is presented in Fig. 58. The initial scalar field dis-
sipation rate is five times higher in the high viscosity region, since we set the five
times higher diffusivity in the region with the same scalar field gradient, φi, along
the x−coordinate, where φi = ∂φ∂xi . The scalar field dissipation rate tends to become
uniform as the flow evolves. In this case, after about 0.7 eddy turnover time, the
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Fig. 57. Plane averaged diffusivity variation
Fig. 58. Plane averaged scalar field dissipation rate
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Fig. 59. Plane averaged scalar field gradient
scalar field dissipation rate shows uniform distribution along the x−coordinate. This
confirms that the scalar field dissipation rate tends to be independent of diffusivity.
As in the velocity field, uniform scalar field dissipation rate is obtained through
the scale adjustment of the scalar field, as seen in the variation of the scalar gradient
magnitude, 〈φiφi〉yz, in Fig. 59. The higher magnitude of scalar gradient implies
that the scalar field has more small scales in the flow. As seen in Fig. 59, the scalar
field generates more small scales in low diffusivity region than in the high diffusivity
region. Thus, we confirm that the scalar gradient depends on diffusivity.
For a qualitative picture of the difference in the scale of the scalar field, we present
the scalar gradient iso-surface in Fig. 60. The scalar gradient iso-surface describes
how much scale is observed in the domain for a given value of scalar gradient. As
seen in the figure, the initial scales of the scalar field are same in all regions. As flow
evolves, scalar field in a low diffusivity region generates more scales than in a high
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Fig. 60. Iso-surface of x−component scalar field gradient, φx, at (a) t′ = 0.0; (b)
t′ = 0.36; and (c) t′ = 0.72. Blue and red describe opposite signs of vorticity
with the same magnitude (φx = −2000 and 2000).
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Fig. 61. Iso-surface of the scalar field dissipation rate, Dφiφi, at t
′ = 0.72
(Dφiφi = 1800)
diffusivity region, as seen in the second and third figures in Fig. 60. The scalar field
dissipation rate is visualized with iso-surface at t′ = 0.72 in Fig. 61. It should be
noted that the total area of a scalar field dissipation iso-surface is uniform along the
x−coordinate, which means uniform distribution of the scalar field dissipation rate
over the domain. From Figs. 59, 60, and 61, we confirm that the small scale scalar
field adjusts itself to the magnitude of diffusivity in order to make the dissipation rate
of scalar field independent of diffusivity. Thus, the implication of Taylor’s conjecture
is validated for the scalar field. These results suggest that for variable transport-
coefficient flows, the dissipation processes, either for velocity field or for scalar field,
have the same characteristics in developing small scales to destroy a given fluctuating
energy.
In compressible flow, temperature plays an important role in turbulence energy
dissipation. Thus, the temperature fluctuations also need to be considered for accu-
rate turbulence modeling. The effect of thermal conductivity variation on temper-
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ature fluctuations is also studied. The temperature fluctuations show similar char-
acteristics to both velocity and scalar fields. The scale of temperature fluctuations
adjusts itself to impose the given thermal conductivity and the thermal dissipation
tends to be independent of thermal conductivity.
E. Conclusions
Numerical experiments are performed for variable transport-coefficient flows to study
the dissipation process. We find that small scale turbulence adjusts itself to imposed
viscosity, and the dissipation rate tends to be independent of viscosity. As in the
velocity field, the scalar field develops more scales in low diffusivity flows than in
high diffusivity flows, making the scalar field dissipation rate independent of imposed
diffusivity. Thus, Taylor’s (1935) postulate, which states that turbulent dissipation is
determined exclusively by large scale flow parameters and is independent of viscosity,
is validated even in low Reynolds number flows. This has important consequences for
closure modeling of dissipation in high enthalpy flows. This study can also be applied
to a non-premixed combustion problem, where the rate of molecular mixing depends
on the scalar dissipation rate.
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CHAPTER VIII
SUMMARY
Numerical experiments are performed to identify the effect of large temperature fluc-
tuations on compressible turbulence. Boltzmann BGK solvers are employed in the
direct numerical simulations. The main focus of the dissertation is to study the non-
linear processes of energy cascading, redistribution, and dissipation in compressible
turbulence.
A. Heat release effects
The heat release effects on decaying isotropic and anisotropic compressible turbulence
are studied with four investigations. Heat release is represented by initially imposed
temperature fluctuations in our study. The main findings are summarized as follows:
1) In the presence of large temperature fluctuations, pressure dilatation transfers
energy back and forth between kinetic and thermal modes. However, on an aver-
age, pressure dilatation transfers energy from the thermal to the kinetic mode. The
temporal velocity gradient is enhanced due to the generation of a rapidly evolving di-
latational velocity field in the presence of temperature fluctuations. The alignments
among vorticity vector and the gradients of pressure, density and temperature are
altered by temperature fluctuations. Especially, the pressure gradient tends to be
uncorrelated with the vorticity vector, as well as with the density and temperature
gradients in the presence of temperature fluctuations.
2) Isotropic temperature fluctuations introduce isotropic dilatational fluctua-
tions: equal amounts of kinetic energy are added into all three components of Reynolds
stress. Temperature fluctuations do not change the return-to-isotropy of the anisotropic
solenoidal field. The interactions between solenoidal and dilatational fluctuations are
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negligible for turbulent Mach number up to 0.6. The energy deposited by pres-
sure dilatation is proportional to the mean square of initial pressure fluctuations:∫ t
a〈pd〉dτ ∼ p′(t = a)p′(t = a). There exists a similar scaling between the integral
of pressure dilatation and temperature fluctuations as well. Dilatational dissipation
removes energy from the dilatational fluctuations. Equipartition between fluctuating
internal energy and dilatational kinetic energy is observed in all numerical experi-
ments, and the dilatational kinetic energy is, in turn, found to scale with the mean
square of pressure fluctuations: kd ∼ p′p′.
3) The most probable strain-rate eigenvalue ratio (3 : 1 : −4) persists at all
turbulent Mach numbers. However, the probability of other ratios increase with the
turbulent Mach number, which indicates the need for detailed study of the distri-
butions. The small-scale flow structure strongly depends on dilatation level. It is
found that at extreme dilatation (d = −1.7, 1.7), flow field may experience isotropic
compression or expansion. At the intermediate dilatation level (d = −1.0, 1.0), small-
scale turbulence experiences nearly two-dimensional compression or expansion (planar
compression waves or expansion waves), which deforms the flow structure significantly.
At zero dilatation level, the flow field reveals the same strain-rate eigenvalue distri-
bution as in incompressible flows. The preferential alignment between vorticity and
strain-rate eigenvectors weakens in strong dilatation region as vorticity itself starts to
vanish. Thus, for accurate modeling of compressible turbulence, one must incorporate
the dilatation level as a parameter rather than turbulent Mach number.
4) The effects of variable transport-coefficients on compressible turbulence are
studied. It is confirmed that small-scale turbulence and scalar field adjust themselves
to the imposed viscosity and diffusivity, and the dissipation rate tends to be inde-
pendent of viscosity and diffusivity. This study confirms Taylor’s conjecture (1935),
which states that the inner-scale dissipation process is determined by the outer-scale
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variables of a given flow.
B. Implications for turbulence modeling
This work improves our understanding of compressible turbulence at high turbulent
Mach numbers and in the presence of thermal fluctuations, and provides valuable
guidance for pressure-strain correlation and pressure dilatation modeling in com-
pressible flows.
The Favre-averaged momentum equation (FANS) is given by
∂ρ¯u˜i
∂t
+
∂ρ¯u˜iu˜j
∂xj
= −∂ρ¯u˜
′′
i u
′′
j
∂xj
− ∂p¯
∂xi
+
∂τ¯ij
∂xj
, (8.1)
where u˜′′i u′′j is the important unclosed term, Favre-averaged Reynolds stress. The
transport equation of the Reynolds stress is expressed as
∂(ρ¯u˜′′i u′′j )
∂t
= Tij + Pij +Rij − εij , (8.2)
where Tij, Pij, and εij are the turbulent transport, production, and dissipation terms
respectively. Rij is the pressure-strain correlation tensor given by
Rij = p
(
∂u′′i
∂xj
+
∂u′′j
∂xi
)
, (8.3)
and redistributes the turbulent kinetic energy. The pressure-strain correlation has
two parts, rapid (linear) and slow (non-linear):
Rij = R
r
ij +R
s
ij , (8.4)
where Rrij describes the rapid pressure response for a given mean shear force. R
s
ij
is the return-to-isotropy term, and redistributes the turbulent kinetic energy among
Reynolds stresses. In compressible flows, the slow pressure-strain correlation Rsij is
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a function of anisotropy, Reynolds number, and Mach number: Rsij = f(bij, Re,Mt),
where bij is the anisotropy tensor defined as
bij =
u˜′′i u′′j
2k0
− 1
3
δij , (8.5)
Re is the Reynolds number, and Mt is the turbulent Mach number.
The slow pressure-strain correlation Rsij can be decomposed into solenoidal and
dilatational components:
Rsij = R
ss
ij +R
sd
ij . (8.6)
In this study, the interactions between solenoidal and dilatational fluctuations are
found to be weak. Thus, for the solenoidal component of slow pressure-strain correla-
tion Rssij , in the presence of thermal fluctuations, we may use the same pressure-strain
correlation model as in incompressible flows: Rssij = −2CRεbssij [4]. For the dilatational
component of slow pressure-strain correlation Rsdij , one possible form of the turbulence
field anisotropy can be
bsdij = 〈
∂T
∂xi
∂T
∂xj
〉 − 1
3
〈 ∂T
∂xk
∂T
∂xk
〉δij (8.7)
in the presence of heat release. The trace of pressure-strain correlation, 〈pd〉, is
responsible for the energy exchange between thermal and kinetic modes. The time
integration of pressure dilatation 〈pd〉 can be modeled as
∫ t
a
〈pd〉dτ = CpdT ′T ′ , (8.8)
where Cpd is a constant. Then, the pressure dilatation can be expressed as
〈pd〉 = 1
τ
CpdT ′T ′ . (8.9)
However, the pressure dilatation model should possess wave-like behavior to accom-
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modate the two-way energy exchange between kinetic and internal modes. If only the
overall effect is important, 〈pd〉 can be modeled to yield monotonic evolution toward
equipartition:
〈pd〉 ∼ −
(
kd − p′2
)
. (8.10)
The dependence of small-scale structure on the turbulent Mach number is mod-
erate or weak, and the dilatation level is found to be an important parameter to
characterize the compressibility effects in turbulence. Thus, the slow pressure-strain
correlation can be more accurately described as
Rsij = f(bij, Re, d) , (8.11)
where d is the normalized dilatation level.
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